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view from the bridge

I

t has been nearly two years since I took command of the Amphibious Warfare Program Office (PMS377), and I am constantly impressed by the extraordinary professional performance of the LCAC
community. I look forward to enabling future achievements by employing
the full spectrum of Program Office support in transitioning to SLEP
configured LCACs to operational deployment.
The past year was event-packed for both ACU FOUR and ACU FIVE,
supporting many critical missions in the Middle East and around the
world. In addition to continuing missions in support of Operation IRAQI
FREEDOM that included surge operations that returned Marine forces
to Iraq, both units have participated in security operations in the Northern Arabian Gulf in support of the oil platforms crucial to the infrastructure of Iraq. One indication of the high operational tempo was the fact
that ACU FOUR established a new record for the command, having had
22 LCACs embarked on ships or underway conducting local operations
during one period in April 2004.

Captain Richard W. Hooper
Program Manager

LCACs have also been busy in training and humanitarian assistance operations throughout the world, from
Gulf Coast and Hawaiian operations to Kenya and Indonesia. There have also been short breaks for port
visits to the United Arab Emirates (Dubai), Malta, Spain (Rota), New York City, and Seattle. This contributes
to LCAC’s increasingly high profile around the globe.
Since the last Fleet Support Conference, LCAC 2 and 25, the first two LCACs to complete SLEP, were
successfully delivered to Panama City, FL on time. We look forward to these two LCACs joining ACU
FOUR early next year. Remaining SLEP production LCACs are tracking to schedule. During the next year,
four LCACs from ACU FOUR will be delivered to the shipbuilder’s facility in New Orleans to undergo SLEP
under the FY04 contract. This contract includes all of the elements of the prior SLEP efforts with the exception of the buoyancy box, which will be refurbished, but not replaced. The FY05 SLEP contract effort will be
a full and open competition to be performed at the ACU/LCAC homeports. This strategy was envisioned in
order to accelerate delivery of LCACs back to the fleet and reduce cost while still meeting SLEP requirements for increasing service life by 10 years.
System Upgrades were successfully completed on three ACU FOUR LCACs during FY04. Upgrades to
three ACU FIVE LCACs will be performed during FY05. The System Upgrades include updated radios and
radar, installation of the deep skirt, and limited corrosion abatement. In 2005, the first backfit of a
Bridgemaster E surface navigation radar on a Navigation Data Integrator (NDI) LCAC is planned for one of
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the System Upgrade LCACs. The System Upgrade process is projected to be completed on 34 LCACs as
a vehicle for completion of C4N upgrades on the majority of LCACs prior to 2008.
In order to produce accurate and defendable ACU budgets, the Operating and Support Cost Accounting
Report (OSCAR) model was developed early in the LCAC Program. From the beginning, OSCAR has been
a dynamic cost model. With more than 150 improvements made during 18 years of service, OSCAR has
provided exceptional support to the LCAC community. During the past several years, the Department of
Defense (DoD) has introduced several policy directives that place rigid controls on the development and
use of cost models. The Verification, Validation, and Accreditation (VV&A) of all models and simulations
used by the Navy was a major part of the policy.
PMS377 submitted OSCAR to Office of the Chief of Naval Operations (OPNAV) for VV&A. The amount of
documentation required was extensive, thousands of pages in length. Over the next two months, OPNAV
will review the documents and determine the degree of accreditation to be granted. Upon accreditation,
OSCAR will be renamed the Amphibious Tactical Support Performance/Pricing Model (ATSP/PM), to better
describe the strong link between funding and readiness. Full accreditation of the ATSP/PM will provide the
LCAC Program with the best opportunity for justifying full operational funding with validated credibility.
A major LCAC Program initiative is a phased maintenance program to support scheduled replacement or
refurbishment of major equipment at the end of component service life. Our OPNAV sponsor fully supports
this initiative and has provided partial funding support for the FY06 budget. In the next year we will work with
the fleet to plan for the successful implementation of phased maintenance when the funds become available in FY06. PMS377 will also work with the sponsor to increase phased maintenance funding support for
the FY07 budget.
I can report to the entire community that support for LCAC is strong within the Pentagon. LCACs are
viewed as key, near-term enablers of the CNO’s Sea Basing vision of Sea Power 21. Consequently, support for SLEP remains high. Even with SLEP, the service life of LCAC is not infinite, and Navy leadership
has directed PMS377 to begin studies and a definition of requirements in FY05 for a LCAC functional
replacement. Indications are that the future Sea Base “Assault Connector” will have increased payload and
range requirements to fully meet the CNO and commandant’s Sea Basing objectives. We will keep the
community updated on how this process unfolds.
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at the cutting edge
Assault Craft Unit FOUR (ACU FOUR)

T

his past year has validated and strengthened my conviction that
the GLASS IS ALWAYS AT LEAST HALF FULL! It took some
optimism at the beginning of FY04 to see a rosy future when
ACU FOUR was faced with a severe budgetary shortfall that hasn’t
improved as the year has progressed. In spite of budget woes it has
been an excellent year at ACU FOUR. The ingredients for this success
include the exceptional sailors and the tremendous support structure
that keeps this community on track.
I am constantly in awe of the superb job performance of each and
every sailor. The Unit has had several highlights since the last Fleet
Support Conference and every highlight seems to correlate to the pride
and professionalism that I see around the Unit every day. A few of our
highlights include:



Captain Douglas W. Keiler
Commanding Officer

The first ever no-notice LCAC INSURV inspection completed
flawlessly



The Supply Management Assessment that was so successful it was upgraded to a Supply Management Inspection



The top-notch 3-M Certification



The innovative labor-saving devices the sailors devise (see the Engineering and Technology Development section of this issue, pg. 21-38)



The tremendous readiness maintained on deployment



The ability to be fully prepared to support two very short notice surge deployments

Our success has not come in a vacuum. Superb support from the Program Office, the Planning Yard,
NAVSEA Philadelphia, NSWC-PC, CSC, and the Supply System has helped us succeed. It seems that as
the financial times get tougher, the whole LCAC community rallies together to make things happen. I am
reminded of the television special called “Band of Brothers,” because there is the same sense of commitment in the LCAC community.
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I am very optimistic about the deep skirt and C4N upgrades taking place on the LCAC. Through outstanding
cooperation of the Program Office, NSWC-PC, and the Planning Yard, ACU FOUR has a plan in place that
will ensure only C4N upgraded craft will deploy in the future. A pool of five LCACs have already had their
C4N upgrades completed, and nine LCACs are in the process of being upgraded. These 14 LCACs will
take care of regularly scheduled deployments through 2006. At that point, we will have enough SLEP
assets to convert to SLEP deployments. In fact, every craft in the ACU FOUR inventory, less two, will be
C4N equipped and deep skirted by the end of 2007. This is an incredible testimony to what a community
can do when everyone works together.
There are still challenges in the future for ACU FOUR. Hopefully we will get through the budget crisis before
the deferral of maintenance catches up with us. Lift fan blades are one of our current Achilles heels and
shroud problems will haunt us for a while, but the future is bright. It is bright because our sailors won’t let us
down. I have seen first-hand how innovative they can be in repairing parts thought to be beyond repair,
tackling difficult stator malfunctions, getting RAV work done without a lot of money, performing 2M work, and
excelling at SISCAL Programs. The best thing about sailors is that they make it fun to come to work each
day. Lift your glasses!

LCAC 46 approaches the well deck of the USS SAIPAN
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Assault Craft Unit FIVE (ACU FIVE)

W

ell, it’s been another exciting year for the LCAC community.
As I approach the end of my second year, and my tenure,
at ACU FIVE, I still cannot help but be amazed at the
wonderful things we are doing for the Navy. From the continued trials
of the SLEP program (LCAC 44), to the delivery of two more LCACs
into the SLEP program, to the increased role LCACs are playing in the
War on Terrorism, it is very apparent that LCACs have fully integrated
into the fleet and are serving a very valuable role in 21st century
combat capabilities.
Numerous improvements in the LCACs have made them indispensable to the fleet. In particular, LCAC 44 continues to impress with its
enhanced capabilities, and proves the success of LCAC SLEP. The
first deployment of LCAC 44 will start soon, and it will provide valuable
Captain Paul K. Susalla
mission data on LCAC 44’s advanced capabilities. By the time LCAC
Commanding Officer
44 returns, we will have enough real time experience and information
to better assess the SLEP LCAC performance envelope. This will
enable us to steer our efforts in the best direction. Our Over The Horizon (OTH) ability will prove invaluable
as we take a more active role in the War on Terrorism. The deep skirt allows for operations in heavier seas.
The ETF40B engines can carry greater loads and operate in greater temperature extremes. The upgrades
to the C4N suite provide greater communications abilities and computer processing power. The important
role that we play within the ESG means that LCACs will be at the tip of the spear for the next decade and
beyond. Our personnel have even helped develop an innovative lighting system that allows for simultaneous well deck and flight deck operations, vastly increasing the fighting effectiveness of our amphibious
fleet.
More important than the equipment upgrades is the job our Training Department has been performing. Not
only have they trained seven craft crews and 43 additional personnel for future assignment to either our
WESTPAC ALPHA Det in Sasebo, Japan, or here at Camp Pendleton, but they have continued to enhance
our joint operation capabilities by qualifying 11 JMSDF personnel in LCAC operation. I truly believe that our
personnel are still our best investment and the most important piece of “equipment” in any LCAC.
ACU FIVE has seen Det CHARLIE return from a successful seven-month deployment with the PELELIU
Expeditionary Strike Group (ESG), a three craft surge deployment with the USS BOXER (LHD 4), the
recent departure of Det DELTA on deployment with the BELLEAU WOOD ESG, and another three LCACs
sent to Hawaii in support of amphibious warfare exercises during RIMPAC 2004. Additionally, Det BRAVO
has just recently chopped out to PHIBRON SEVEN in preparation for deployment at the end of the year.
Without the outstanding support of our mechanics and engineers, none of the LCACs would have been
able to maintain this high OPTEMPO or meet operational commitments. Many of the repairs accomplished
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by our personnel are traditionally depot-level repairs, reaffirming the fact that LCAC mechanics are some of
the best trained and best skilled in the entire Navy. ACU FIVE engineers expended over 25,000 man-hours
repairing and maintaining the West Coast LCAC Fleet. One weld job was so complex, two separate contract agencies attempted the repair with unsatisfactory results after expending a total of $2.5 M; ACU FIVE
weld shop completed the repair and the LCAC is now underway. From routine preventive maintenance to
emergent repairs, LCAC engineers and mechanics have proven time and again to be the best, and certainly the most flexible, maintenance team throughout the fleet.
ACU FIVE Det WESTPAC ALPHA has had their share of successes as well. From its infancy as a small
Det that rotated crews and LCACs every six months to a permanently assigned forward deployed unit,
SEVENTH FLEET has come to rely heavily on those LCACs and their warfare capabilities. Det ALPHA
continues to remain at the forefront of the fight, supporting and enhancing our forces overseas. Numerous
training exercises and joint operations, both “Blue/Green” and multinational, as well as the continued
qualification and enhancement of the crew’s skills, ensure that they remain ready to deploy at a moment’s
notice. Their participation in CARAT highlighted the amphibious attack capabilities of our forces and further
strengthened the bond the U.S. Navy enjoys with the Armed Forces of Thailand, Brunei, Malaysia,
Singapore, and the Philippines. Det ALPHA has been an outstanding ambassador for the U.S. Navy, forming an unbreakable partnership with JMSDF personnel and ensuring peace through strength within the
entire SEVENTH FLEET AOR.
ACU FIVE’s Reserve component has made a tremendous impact on the command as a whole, including
the forward deployed Det WESTPAC ALPHA in Sasebo, Japan. With over 1,200 man days of support
provided, they have been fully integrated into the repair and maintenance efforts involved with keeping the
LCAC operating. Utilizing the Reserves to assist their active duty counterparts in all aspects of preventive
maintenance, service availabilities were shortened, and much deferred maintenance has been accomplished. The assistance provided was most appreciated by SEVENTH FLEET, enabling the forward deployed LCAC to remain Full Mission Capable with minimal downtime. The dedication and support provided
by the Reserve component reinforces the idea of the “One Team, One Fight” concept prevalent at ACU
FIVE.
LCAC involvement with the ESGs is expanding at an exponential rate. In the Pacific theatre of operations, a
Rear Admiral or Brigadier General now commands ESGs. These commanders are coming to rely more
heavily on LCACs and the varied missions that we can support. In the beginning, LCACs were a novelty
and you might only see one or two deploy with the ESG. They would only perform a few missions carrying a
contingent or two of Marines. Now, four or five LCACs deploy with each ESG, and flight hours for each
LCAC have shown a dramatic increase. We have also seen the return of the OTH role for LCACs, with an
emphasis on personnel and equipment support. In addition to the traditional Amphibious Warfare applications, LCACs have proven adept at providing supply support to various units performing security operations
for oil platforms in the Northern Persian Gulf, and were a key component of logistic runs for ESGs and
ARGs between the Northern Persian Gulf and Bahrain. The flexibility offered by LCACs even extends to
joint operations and the ability to support allied forces during wartime operations. During Operation IRAQI
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FREEDOM Great Britain’s Royal
Marines were on standby to be transported ashore by U.S. Navy LCACs if
their primary plan was unable to be
executed.
Among the groups of “unsung heroes”
within the LCAC community are the
civilians who work so diligently to
assist us. We continually throw new
specifications at them, assault them
with changes and modifications to
original designs, abandon changes
that are no longer viable or required,
and expect them to stay one step
LCAC from ACU FIVE entering USS ESSEX
ahead of us at every turn while maintaining the original delivery date. Without their support and dedication, the Navy’s LCAC program would not
be the effective fighting force that it is today. My daily association with the numerous civilian organizations
supporting ACU FIVE has made me very much aware of the deep commitment and efforts put forth to keep
the Operational Fleet informed and supported. I would like to personally thank “the team” for all the blood,
sweat, and tears they have put forth on our behalf. Groups include Textron Marine & Land Systems, OPNAV
(N75) staff, Amphibious Warfare Program Office, NSWC-PC, NAVSEA Philadelphia, PSNS DB, SUPSHIP
Gulf Coast, SUPSHIP San Diego, DSC Columbus, NAVICP/NAVSUP Mechanicsburg, Defense Logistics
Agency, and Southwest Regional Maintenance Center. As we continue to operate our LCACs under extreme conditions and on the front lines of the War on Terrorism, your work is critical to our mission success. I am confident in saying that our young men and women, as they are leaving family and friends for
extended deployments, are better prepared and better equipped to perform their mission because of what
you do. Thank you for all of your support, we couldn’t do it without you!
I feel privileged to have been a part of the revolution in LCAC operating procedures. It has been an exciting
time to be a part of this community, and I want to thank everyone who has helped mold and shape our force
into the effective unit that it is today. In December I will turn over the helm to CAPT Dave Fontaine, and will
leave you in his capable hands. Even though I will retire, I am looking forward to hearing about your efforts
in testing and expanding LCAC operating procedures so that we may provide greater support to the fleet as
the War on Terrorism continues. We have the technology and equipment available to us, we just need to
continue to develop better plans to more effectively utilize it. Whether we provide coastal patrols in enemy
waters, or just deliver our forces safely over mine-infested waters to secure a beach, LCACs are truly
vehicles for the future of littoral and amphibious warfare. I wish all the officers, chiefs, and crewmembers in
our LCAC world, as well as the many civilians that help us in repair and development, all the best! From
Captain Moose and Dixie, we wish you fair winds, shipmates!
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milestones
ACU FOUR Deployments and Exercises

F

Y04 has been a dynamic year for the LCAC crewmembers and maintenance support personnel of
ACU FOUR. Det DELTA returned in October 2003 from a 7 1/2 month deployment with the
IWO JIMA Expeditionary Strike Group (ESG). After a post deployment leave and stand down period,
Det DELTA rolled right into a TCAT exercise onboard USS BATAAN (LHD 5) from 8-13 December 03.
During this exercise, BATAAN received tasking for a surge deployment in January to Kuwait Naval Base in
the Arabian Gulf. The mission
was to deliver supplies in
support of Operation IRAQI
FREEDOM. Det DELTA Sailors
rose to the challenge, devoting
numerous off duty hours to
ensure that LCAC 28, 34, and
78 were in their highest state of
readiness prior to the
deployment. They departed on
19 January 04 and completed a
very successful re-supply
mission. While transiting the
Mediterranean Ocean, ACU
FOUR sailors received some
much deserved liberty in
Valletta, Malta and Rota, Spain.
The BATAAN and Det DELTA
AAVs loaded onto a LCAC to support Operation IRAQI FREEDOM
returned home on 31 March 04.
In mid-May, Det DELTA was once again called to action. LCAC 20, 34, 78, and 29 detachment personnel
were directed to make preparations to deploy to the Arabian Gulf onboard USS KEARSARGE (LHD 3).
LCAC 20, 34, and 69 departed on 7 June 04. The mission, once again, was re-supply in support of
Operation IRAQI FREEDOM.
Det DELTA’s flexibility enabled the five LCACs of Det CHARLIE to complete their entire Inter-Deployment
Training Cycle (IDTC) prior to their scheduled deployment in March of 2004. A highlight of the IDTC was
participating in the first East Coast ESGEX, held in the Gulf of Mexico. During the exercise, the LCACs
made numerous landings on the barrier islands off Fort Walton Beach. From there they moved inland to a
new landing zone next to million dollar homes on Highway 98. We were initially concerned about the local
reaction to LCACs delivering tanks next to expensive homes, and we were happily surprised to see large
crowds cheering the LCACs on to their LZ. The only disappointment came when the residents were told
they would not be able to get rides!
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LCAC 50, 54, 83, 88, and 89 are presently on station with the WASP ESG. Their projected return date is in
September of 2004. Their deployment has been marked by innovative use of LCACs. In addition to the
normal missions flown by an ACU FOUR Det, LCAC from USS WHIDBEY ISLAND and USS WASP have
been flying missions supporting the development and maintenance of the recognized maritime picture in
the Northern Arabian Gulf. The speed and agility of the LCACs have made them invaluable assets in
maintaining situational awareness around oil rigs and ports in the region. After the terrorist attack on an
Iraqi oil rig, LCACs have been providing support to special forces craft allowing them to operate more
effectively and increase their on station time while defending critical elements of Iraq’s infrastructure.
The SAIPAN ESG and LCAC 41, 46, 53,
and 67 of ACU FOUR Det ALPHA will be
relieving the WASP ESG later this summer.
This will be the first deployment of system
upgraded LCACs from ACU FOUR. Each
of the LCACs will have the new radio and
radar suite as well as the deep skirt. This is
the first step in ACU FOUR’s long range
plan to deploy only system upgraded or
SLEP LCACs for all future deployments.
Execution of this plan would not have been
possible without the support of PMS377
and NSWC-PC. In addition to deploying the
more capable LCAC, this highly anticipated
deployment marks the first time an East
Coast LHA will deploy with an embarked
LCAC.

A LCAC resupplying Marines in support
of Operation IRAQI FREEDOM

The LCAC craft crewmembers and maintenance personnel who have remained at ACU FOUR have had a
busy year as well. Among the more significant milestones, LCAC 53 was tapped for a surprise INSURV in
December of 2003. This short fused inspection was executed flawlessly and the LCAC received high
marks for its outstanding state of material readiness. LCAC from ACU FOUR participated in SELRES/
DELMAR 04 (which included a re-enactment of the invasion of Normandy on D-Day), Marine Day at
Quantico, VA, Air Power over Hampton Roads at Langley Air Force Base, and most recently Fleet Week in
New York City. With the majority of these events occurring in June, all departments at ACU FOUR have
been extremely busy meeting our operational commitments. During the busiest two week period, ACU
FOUR had 22 LCACs either embarked on ships or underway conducting local operations, an OPTEMPO
record for the command.
ACU FOUR has played host to over 50 tour groups and over 10,000 visitors, from high school NJROTC
units to high ranking military officials. Additionally, the Tidewater Sports Car Club utilizes the ACU FOUR
ramp on a monthly basis to hold its “Autocross” events, and the NAB Little Creek Police Department also
completed annual driver training on the ramp.
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ACU FIVE Deployments and Exercises

A

CU FIVE had another busy year filling critical roles in THIRD, FIFTH, and SEVENTH FLEETS. Expected deployments were with the PELELIU and BELLEAU WOOD ESGs, as well as CARAT
2004 and RIMPAC 2004, mingled with an unexpected surge on USS BOXER.

PELELIU ESG
Det CHARLIE deployed from August 2003 to March 2004 with Expeditionary Strike Group (ESG-1). The
ships that made up ESG-1 included USS PELELIU, USS GERMANTOWN, USS OGDEN, USS PORT
ROYAL, USS DECATUR, USS JARRET, and USS GREENVILLE. Craft involved were LCAC 59, 63, and 82,
embarked onboard the USS GERMANTOWN, and LCAC 72, embarked onboard the USS PELELIU. Deploying as the first ESG, Det CHARLIE faced many questions regarding how an ESG configured group sail
would meet all expectations. With the firepower the shooters provided, the ESG was ready for any real
world situations.
Det CHARLIE’s first operation, Operation SWEENEY, took place in October 2003. A Humanitarian Assistance Operation in support of Operation IRAQI FREEDOM, Operation SWEENEY included putting the
Marines of the 13th MEU into Iraq. The Marines on the ground guarded oil facilities, keeping vital supply lines
open, and rendered much needed medical assistance to the local population. In all, the four craft Det
transported 3,500 tons of cargo to the beach for the Marines.
The following month, Det CHARLIE and the 13th MEU moved to Djibouti and transported 2,600 tons of
cargo for a Joint Weapons Training Exercise with the British Marines. There, the 13th MEU and the British
Marines got some hands-on training with different weapons systems, along with techniques each unit uses
today. As Thanksgiving came, sailors, the 13th MEU, and the British Marines shared the holiday by taking a
few minutes on the beach enjoying a traditional Thanksgiving meal.
In December, Det CHARLIE inserted the 13th MEU for Operation IRON MAGIC in Kuwait. This operation
was unique in that we demonstrated a show of force for President Sheikh Zayed along with his highest
ranking military officials. A total of 3,200 tons of cargo was carried to and from the beach, along with over
5,000 rounds of ammunition expended. After that successful mission, Det CHARLIE enjoyed Christmas in
Dubai.
ESG-1 then went to Kenya in support of Operation EDGED MALLET. Det CHARLIE brought in the New
Year by transporting 3,700 tons of cargo. This operation lasted three weeks, with the LCAC flying every day.
During the course of the exercise, Det CHARLIE volunteered over 30 hours of humanitarian assistance to
the local town. The residents received medical care, food, and building materials. In addition, Marine forces
provided training for the Kenyan military. As Det CHARLIE conducted the back load, the Mayor of Lamu
Island delivered a personal invitation to the Sailors and Marines of ESG-1 to come and spend a day in the
small town. Unfortunately, due to operational commitments, Det CHARLIE was unable to attend.
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As Det CHARLIE’s expected eight-month deployment was cut short, the Det returned home March 2004,
after seven months away from family and friends. Training accomplishments included over 40 percent
personnel earning ESWS qualifications, and 50 percent Personnel qualifying ASWS. Additionally, 32 percent of the Det were advanced in rate. The end of deployment had proved the ESG concept viable, and
LCACs played a major role in accomplishing this.
USS BOXER SURGE
In December 2003, ACU FIVE was tasked to support a short notice surge to the Arabian Gulf in order to
facilitate the sustainment of Marine forces in Iraq. With only four weeks notice, Det ECHO formed a three
LCAC Det comprised of LCACs 23, 33, and
81. During the shortened training phase,
negotiations were held between THIRD and
SEVENTH FLEET to execute a LCAC swap
between two of the deploying LCACs and two
WESTPAC ALPHA LCACs on the return
transit. Careful planning netted an agreement
between the two Fleet Commanders to ensure
that the LCAC swap could be executed.
Det ECHO embarked USS BOXER, led by
CWO3 Sabala as OIC. From late December to
early January, BOXER was loaded to capacity
with Marine ground support equipment, ammunition, vehicles, and most notably helicopters.
Entry into USS FORT MCHENRY in Sasebo, Japan
No marine troops were embarked, but instead
were flown into theatre in order to alleviate fatigue. As the operation was short fused in nature, few stops
were made in transit to the FIFTH FLEET theatre of operations. A stop in Singapore to retrieve needed
shipboard supplies was the only exception to the fast paced transit.
Upon inchop to FIFTH FLEET, USS BOXER continued its transit into the Arabian Gulf. From there, the ship
steamed into position off the coast of Kuwait to execute the offload. LCACs 23, 33, and 81 were pivotal in
the rapid execution of offloading BOXER. Once complete, BOXER remained on station within the Arabian
Gulf, ready for any contingency operations should they occur. Two weeks after the completion of the
offload, she was released from duties in FIFTH FLEET, free to execute the WESTPAC ALPHA LCAC swap.
Upon transiting home, BOXER visited Goa, India, and Singapore. During transit time, the Det ECHO crew
achieved a number of training and qualification milestones; most notably, all crewmembers earned warfare
qualifications. Also of note, the Kuwaiti CNO embarked LCAC 33 for a VIP ride to BOXER for lunch, then
back ashore.
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BOXER arrived in Sasebo, Japan, 30 March 04 to engage in the LCAC swap with WESTPAC ALPHA.
LCAC 33 and 81 from ACU FIVE (Camp Pendleton) were exchanged for LCAC 57 and 76. In order to
execute the LCAC swap, four days were taken to have all LCACs go through LCAC inventory, a propeller
swap between two of the LCACs, and document accountability. ACU FIVE Det ECHO returned from
deployment 28 April 2004.
BELLEAU WOOD ESG
Det DELTA deployed in May 2004 with ESG-3 and COMPHIBRON FIVE. They conducted the offload of the
11th MEU at Kuwait Naval Base over a four day period where mid-day temperatures ranged from 115-126
degrees Fahrenheit. Despite the summer heat, all three LCACs performed flawlessly and accomplished
the offload of 1,800 tons of cargo, equipment, and 650 passengers
on 44 loads. Since the offload, all three LCACs have remained very
busy and accumulated over 350 operating hours for the month of
July alone.

A LCAC assigned to the
“Swift Intruders” of ACU FIVE
heads to the beach with
embarked firepower

One of the main duties COMPHIBRON FIVE assets has been
charged with is maintaining the security of two oil platforms, KAAOT
and ABOT, in the Northern Arabian Gulf. The platforms provide over
90 percent of Iraq’s total Gross Domestic Product, and if struck by
terrorists would likely derail the rebuilding process. The USS
COMSTOCK, with LCAC 56 and LCAC 90 onboard, assisted the
security effort by conducting daily boardings, providing the platform
security personnel with hot meals and sending manpower assets to
assist with maintenance and habitability projects. HT2 Richardson,
from Det DELTA Maintenance crew, was awarded an on the spot
NAM for his work on the platform. Work accomplished on the platforms included installing water tanks and pumps, building a chow
hall, and air conditioning installation in the berthing and head facilities. In addition, LCAC 62’s GSMFN White was selected as ACU
FIVE and COMPHIBRON FIVE Junior Sailor of the Quarter for 3rd
Quarter FY04.

As part of the oil platform security plan, Det DELTA LCACs have
conducted frequent Thunder Valley patrols. Thunder Valley patrols provided deterrence and surveillance in
the fight against terrorism for the pipelines that stretch from KAAOT and ABOT to the shore. The first
Thunder Valley patrol was conducted by LCAC 62 and they were tasked not only with patrolling the area
around the underwater pipelines, but also with obtaining pictures of where the pipelines come ashore.
Coming into the Al Faw peninsula area for the first time, LCAC 62’s crew proceeded cautiously and found
numerous hazards to navigation, many of which were uncharted, including mud flats that extended for
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miles beyond where the pipelines come ashore. Approximately 100 yards from the charted shoreline, they
came off cushion and encountered two Iraqi National Guardsmen (ING) on patrol. The crew engaged the
soldiers in conversation and asked to obtain a picture of the pipelines where they come ashore. The ING
were astonished by the LCAC, making references
to Aladdin’s magic carpet. They were very happy to
escort OSC Lessenberry and PHC Daily to their
tower, where the pipelines were located. When
LCAC 62 returned to USS BELLEAU WOOD with
pictures and surveillance data, a very happy staff
greeted them. The pictures obtained provided
never-before-seen intelligence on the pipelines.
As Det DELTA approached its deployment midpoint, they were prepared to continue their steadfast support of Operation IRAQI FREEDOM. The
LCAC 79 off the coast of Hawaii, participating in
crews performed maintenance and training evoluRIMPAC exercises
tions daily to stay alert and ready for on-call missions. Det DELTA’s hard work, dedication, and
teamwork have made possible the accomplishments shown thus far and will enable success in all future
endeavors. ACU FIVE, “No beach out of reach,” and “In and out before you know it!”
RIMPAC 2004
The bi-annual RIMPAC exercise took place this year in and around the Hawaiian OPAREA. ACU FIVE took
part in a large piece of the joint exercises, delivering Marines and equipment to the beaches during amphibious operations. USS TARAWA and USS RUSHMORE joined dozens of ships from foreign navies as
well as sister ships from the U.S. Navy stationed both in San Diego, CA and Hawaii.
In June, LCAC 64 and 79 embarked on USS RUSHMORE. LCAC 65 embarked USS TARAWA. Once on
station in the Hawaiian OPAREA, the three LCACs, all equipped with deep skirts, became pivotal in the
execution of two major exercises: an Artillery Raid and Non-combative Evacuation Operation (NEO) off
Barking Sands in Kauai, and an amphibious assault off Bellows Beach on Oahu.
SEATTLE SEA FAIR
Leading on the front lines of Navy pride and community relations, LCAC 44 and 48 embarked USS
BONHOMME RICHARD and USS PEARL HARBOR on 29 July 04 in transit to the Seattle Sea Fair. Accompanying the two ships were USS SHILOH, USS DULUTH, and USS PRINCETON. All participated in the
Parade of Ships, a feat of ship handling which allows the public to get a view of the Navy’s finest. Upon
arrival, the crews attended the mayor of Seattle’s reception to start off their exciting week in the great city.
While in Seattle, the crews of LCAC 44 and 48 demonstrated the capabilities of the LCACs in static displays and public tours, to ignite the public’s interest.
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from the far side
WESTPAC ALPHA Highlights

J

oin the Navy and see the world! That’s
what all the Navy recruiting posters said
when I was a kid. Boy were they right! I’ve
been to Hong Kong, Singapore, Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, Korea, Japan, and the Philippines,
and that was just this year. It has been a very busy
year on the pointy end of the spear. The Forward
Deployed Naval Forces of ACU FIVE have kept
themselves fully employed while supporting both
Navy and national interests. The following exercises are just a sample of the high OPTEMPO
experienced by our forward deployed sailors:

Royal Thai Marines storm ashore from a LCAC

COBRA GOLD 2004 - A regularly-scheduled joint/combined exercise designed to improve U.S., Thai,
Singaporean, Malaysian, and Filipino combat readiness and interoperability, enhance security relationships,
and demonstrate U.S. resolve to support the security and humanitarian interests in the region.
FOAL EAGLE - A combined exercise involving forces from the U.S. and the Republic of Korea. This
exercise is designed to enhance training opportunities and to teach, coach, and mentor service members,
while exercising senior leaders’ decision-making capabilities.
EXERCISE BALIKATAN 2004 - One of a number of on-going activities under the framework of RP-US
military security cooperation. Other elements included assistance with comprehensive defense reform,
security assistance modules for counter-terrorism training, helicopter night capability training, intelligence
fusion, subject matter expert exchanges, international military education and training programs, advice and
support for logistics, engineering, equipment, maintenance, and civil military operations.
Blue/Green Workups - A bi-annual joint training exercise with the 31st MEU designed to develop joint
cooperation and meld the blue/green team into one cohesive fighting force. Conducting the exercise in the
Philippine Islands also afforded the Sailors and Marines the unique opportunity to interact with their Filipino
counterparts.
When they weren’t busy visiting some of the more glamorous ports in the Western Pacific, the Japan Swift
Intruders found time to conduct a hull swap with Camp Pendleton. After a couple of months of TLC, courtesy of the Maintenance Department, LCAC 33 and LCAC 81 were transported to their new home via USS
BOXER (LHD 4). Returning home for some greatly needed repairs were LCAC 56 and LCAC 76.
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bravo zulu
ACU FOUR
ACU FOUR SEA SAILOR OF THE YEAR 2003
GSE1 (SW/AW) Ronald L. Bolanowski
Petty Officer Bolanowski stands out among his peers by constantly demonstrating his leadership abilities. A
team player, he continually assists all craft engineers. He possesses the vision, integrity, and courage to
inspire juniors and peers to strive for excellence.

Ronald L. Bolanowski

As Work Center Supervisor and Engineer for four LCACs, he
single-handedly supervised the completion of 136 IMA level jobs,
and 81 ship level jobs. His keen attention to detail and hands-on
direction allowed his Det’s overhauls to be completed two months
ahead of schedule, returning all craft to Full Mission Capable
status. His professionalism and dedication to the mission were
further evidenced by his leadership, which ensures assets are
available for Training Department use. This effort has had an
immediate positive impact on craft crew manning; large numbers
of personnel have been able to complete the training pipeline to
become fully trained assets to the Operations Department. His
work ethic was at the heart of his Det’s success and his performance contributed directly to the overall operational readiness of
ACU FOUR.

Demonstrating top notch role model qualities, Petty Officer Bolanowski led his Det through a demanding
inter-deployment training cycle with unparalleled success. As a Senior Craft Engineer at ACU FOUR, his
real world experiences and leadership were essential to the operational readiness of the command. His
working knowledge of the LCAC and sense of mission accomplishment guaranteed 100 percent completion of assigned missions associated with the inter-deployment training cycle. During Marine Day at
Quantico, VA, he was instrumental in providing numerous LCAC demonstrations to over 900 Marine and
Congressional personnel.
Active within the command, Petty Officer Bolanowski is a Command SAVI member and is an Enlisted
Watch Bill Section Leader. Off duty, he is active in the Hampton Roads Youth Hockey Association, volunteering his time to coach Mite Division teams and entry level children. He is also a member of the Salem
Elementary School PTA, and is a Neighborhood Watch coordinator for his community of over 840 homes in
his homeowners association.
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ACU FOUR SHORE SAILOR OF THE YEAR 2003
GSE1 (SW) David P. Moses
Petty Officer Moses stands out from his contemporaries by encapsulating the very essence of leadership.
He is the consummate technical expert and people manager. This year he demonstrated extraordinarily
strong technical and managerial skill in providing quick reaction troubleshooting and around the clock
repairs supporting the rapid deployment of 18 LCACs for Operation IRAQI FREEDOM. His leadership was
the key link in making this historic wartime deployment a reality. In the course of day-to-day management of
R3 Division, he expertly integrated human resources and technical assets to complete 372 Intermediate
Maintenance Activity jobs with zero rework. As a direct result, the command had an immediate 15 percent
increase in the benchmark mission readiness percentage. When LCAC 40 suffered severe structural
damage, his GSE team conducted emergency repairs to the port propeller and rudder circuitry and completed the electrical phase of the repairs
two weeks ahead of schedule.
Petty Officer Moses’ innate sense of a
sailor’s value reflected his deep concern
for the full and proper development of
junior sailors. As the Departmental
Career Counselor, he oversaw five
Divisional Career Counselors and 121
sailors in ten ratings. His efforts as a
highly motivated member of the Command Retention Team led to a command
overall retention of 93 percent and the
Golden Anchor Award.
When not on duty, Petty Officer Moses
has proven that he possesses the skill,
GSE1 Moses (right) accepts his award
potential, and drive to excel academically.
He is currently attending Coastline
Community College and is only nine credits away from completing his Associates of Science Degree in
Applied Marine Engineering. Additionally, he routinely volunteers at the Hampton Roads Regional Veterans
Center working in the Nursing Home. Regardless of the task, his top notch performance and unmatched
ability continue to serve as examples for both seniors and juniors alike.
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ACU FIVE
ACU FIVE SEA SAILOR OF THE YEAR 2003
GSE1 (SW) Wilfredo Q. Ignacio
Petty Officer Ignacio remains one of ACU FIVE’s premier first class petty officers. His
job scope, responsibilities, and stellar performance continue to impress not only his
seniors, but his peers as well.
Petty Officer Ignacio is a tremendous asset to ACU FIVE. His contributions to this
command have allowed him to stand head and shoulders above his peers to be
selected as ACU FIVE’s Sea Sailor of the Year.
Petty Officer Ignacio is the Leading Petty Officer for Det DELTA. He is excellent in
utilizing his superior leadership skills and managerial acumen while directing 33 personnel in various rates
in the maintenance and care of all assigned LCACs. His expertise was critical in the expeditious troubleshooting and repair to numerous onboard systems on two separate LCACs, ensuring both LCAC remained
Full Mission Capable to support training missions. Additionally, as one of only a handful of Gas Free Engineers at ACU FIVE, he was instrumental in the quick repair and return to operability of three LCACs after a
Corrosion Control Inspection.
Petty Officer Ignacio stays involved with the command and the community, coordinating and assisting with
programs such as Adopt-a-Highway, Command Indoctrination, and the Navy-Marine Corps Relief Society
fund drive. He is also an active mentor to his junior personnel, ensuring his sailors are fully qualified and
well rounded with in-rate and professional qualifications.
ACU FIVE SHORE SAILOR OF THE YEAR 2003
HT1 (SW) Cynthia L. Butler
Petty Officer Butler’s job scope, responsibilities, and stellar
performance impress everyone who knows her. As Command Examiner she is responsible for every weld job performed on 24 LCACs, including weld jobs awarded to civilian
contractors. She is also responsible for auditing 60 weld
records and performing surveillances on non-destructive
testing personnel. She has personally reviewed over 150
controlled work packages and 100 formal work packages for
clarity, content and quality checkpoints, ensuring weld jobs
would be completed with “first time quality.”
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Petty Officer Butler is the acting LCPO for R-7 division, where she supervises the performance of 13
personnel from several different rates including HT, IC, EN, AM, and OS. She manages an annual budget of
$250K. She also tracks and coordinates all semi-annual corrosion control inspections for all LCACs,
providing crews with training and detailed reports. Her technical knowledge and ability to motivate others
puts her in a select group of individuals who conduct annual maintenance on 6 forward deployed LCACs in
Sasebo, Japan.
Petty Officer Butler is also involved with several command collateral duties including Sexual Assault Victim
Intervention (SAVI) Advocate, Assistant Family Advocacy Officer (FAO), Command Assessment Team,
Command MWR Treasurer, and Command Ship’s Store Custodian. Her off duty community involvement
includes teaching at the children’s church at Marine Memorial Chapel on Camp Pendleton. She is also
working on her Associate Degree at the University of Phoenix.
Petty Officer Butler is a tremendous asset to ACU FIVE. Her contributions to this command have allowed
her to stand head and shoulders above her peers which is why we selected her as ACU FIVE’s Shore
Sailor of the Year.

LCAC 20 from ACU FOUR transporting equipment to a naval base in Kuwait in support
of Operation IRAQI FREEDOM and the War on Terrorism
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engineering and technology
developments
ACU Engineering and Technology Developments
Ergonomics: Propeller Work Stand

A

CU FOUR has initiated an
Ergonomics program, supported by Naval Facilities
Engineering Command and funded
under the Abatement Control Program. This program allowed the ACU
FOUR Propeller Shop to use a more
efficient propeller work stand, complete with a motorized rotating assembly. This more efficient stand has
saved the command approximately
$150K in development cost and well
over 60 man hours per month in
maintenance man hour reductions.
The new propeller work stand allows maintenance personnel easier access to the propeller blades and hub
from all angles on both sides of the propeller. Turning and moving the 12 foot, 500 pound propeller is a
breeze with the installed electric motor. This eliminates the need for an overhead crane and chainfalls
during the maintenance process. Long gone are the days of having to strong
arm LCAC propellers into position for maintenance. The innovation of the
ergonomic LCAC propeller stand design is consistent with ACU FOUR’s
efforts to promote safety and personnel protection.
Swirl Cup Tool
MR2 Harrigan, at the request of the Engine Repair Shop, designed and manufactured a specialized tool to assist in the removal and installation of Swirl Cup
components of the TF40B Gas Turbine Engine. The tool allows an individual
sailor to perform the removal and installation of the Swirl Cup. This tool prevents injury and equipment damage due to tool slippage. With the implementation of this tool, Swirl Cup change-out has been reduced from 30 minutes to
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under five minutes. The tool was constructed using readily available materials, and the design has been
forwarded for consideration of addition to the TF40B special tool inventory.
Skirt Lifting Device
HT2 Paradis designed and manufactured a
skirt lifting device which has greatly increased safety. Safety is increased by
moving the loads away from the maintenance personnel and onto the lifting device.
The device also provides better access to
the work area while lifting segments away
from the craft. Additionally, the lifting device
increases the number of segments that can
be simultaneously lifted, effectively reducing
the time required to complete segment
installation process.
Rudder Bearing Removal
ACU FOUR has struggled for years to
efficiently remove rudder bearings from the
base strut without ruining the bearing and
damaging the shroud. GSM1 Benhayon has
designed and manufactured a device that
allows a hydraulic jack to be placed under
the strut to press out the rudder bearing.
When in use, the press applies force from
the strut to the bearing without putting any
torque on the shroud. The result has given
ACU FOUR a tool that quickly removes
rudder bearings without damaging any of the
surrounding equipment.
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NAVSEA Warfare Center - Panama City (NSWC-PC) Engineering and
Technology Developments
Next Generation Personnel Transport Module

T

he Office of Naval Research has funded a Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) effort for a
Next-Generation Personnel Transport Module (PTM). The Small Business Innovation Development
Act was enacted by Congress in 1982 as Public Law 97–219 (15 U.S.C. 638) in order to strengthen
the role of innovative small business concerns in federally funded research, and research and development. The SBIR effort is for advanced structural development of the PTM.

Personnel Transport Module on LCAC 71

The PTM is a modular shelter
system comprised of lightweight panels and supports,
designed to be assembled on
the LCAC deck by manpower
only without the need for
crane or forklift. The PTM
vastly increases the LCAC’s
ability to carry personnel, and
serves as a deployable packup kit, stowed aboard ship in
a standard shipping container. The PTM has proved
to be a valuable asset to the
fleet and has been used
extensively on various deployments since delivery of
the production units in 1997.

However, due to the lightweight design and continual usage, the condition of the PTMs has been degrading
and replacement will be needed in the future. The goal of the SBIR is to develop a replacement design that
will be more rugged and durable, has improved assembly and sealing, reduced corrosion, lower interior
noise, and improved ventilation.
The PTM SBIR will be a three-phased effort. Phase I will conduct a feasibility analysis to determine the best
durable lightweight material and structural concepts for the construction of the modular PTM, along with a
preliminary concept design and an associated component validation plan. Phase II will finalize the design
from Phase I and fabricate and test prototype panels with associated joints and a scaled PTM model.
Phase III will construct a full size PTM with the option of 180 seats or 54 litters in place to be installed and
tested in a shipboard environment.
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Three different small companies have been selected to perform the Phase I study. All have extensive
experience in composite materials, which will be the focus of the new design, along with improved panel
attachment concepts.
The top-level requirements that establish the minimum requirements for the new design and facilitating “out
of the box” thinking have been provided. When necessary, NSWC-PC solicits input from the ACUs on
design requirement issues. For example, the requirement for redundant end panels to allow building two
partial PTMs on two different LCACs, and for forklift fixtures to allow forklift transport of a single stand-alone
section will be deleted in order to give more latitude to concentrate on the improvements that will be the
focus of the new design.
In June, a kick-off meeting was held with the three companies at ACU FIVE. Assembly of a full PTM on a
LCAC was demonstrated, so that the companies could better understand the PTM concept and design
requirements along with the issues of the current design. A meeting was held with ACU personnel familiar
with PTM use on deployments in order to discuss previous experiences and issues. The effort of ACU FIVE
to support this meeting was greatly appreciated and should be invaluable in helping the Navy to obtain a
better design.
After completion of the Phase I studies, an evaluation will be made and either one or two companies,
depending on funding, will be selected for Phase II award.
Comprehensive System Vibration Study
The objective of the Comprehensive System Vibration Study is to evaluate the effect of various propulsion
train vibrations on other LCAC components. The vibrations being evaluated include, but are not limited to,
the lift fan and propeller systems. Each component inducing vibration is being evaluated to determine the
discrete impact of that component on its own shaft line and the structural components supporting the shaft
line. The development of this model will have both short and long term benefits to the fleet. The short term
benefits involve the evaluation and possible redefinition of craft vibration limits. The original vibration limits
did not sufficiently take into account interactions between the different vibration sources. The model will
investigate these interactions and determine if there are any particular combinations of drive train problems
(alignment, propeller imbalance, lift fan imbalance, etc.) that lead to severe vibration even though each
individual problem might be within limits. The long term benefits are more significant. This model will form
the foundation upon which future design modifications can be made intelligently. For example, if structural
cracking is occurring in a particular area, the outputs of this model will be used to perform a detailed stress
analysis of the area to ensure that the future designs will not fail.
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This mathematical LCAC drive
train model is being developed
using modal analysis software.
This model will be capable of
predicting specific shaft line
vibration modes and the resulting
displacements at specific nodes
along the shaft line. These displacements will be input into Finite
Element Analysis (FEA) models of
various structural components
along the shaft line to determine
the resulting stresses in those
components caused by the
vibrations. Also, specific lumped
A LCAC transports elements of the 11th MEU into Kuwait from
masses will be introduced to the
USS BELLEAU WOOD (LHA 3)
shaft line model to simulate
system imbalances. The resulting modes and displacements caused by this imbalance will be input into
FEA models of the structural components to determine the resulting stresses in those components. Several scenarios of shaft line imbalance will be evaluated using this model to determine if the imbalance is
sufficient to cause structural damage to the LCAC.
Recently, NSWC-PC utilized the Comprehensive System Vibration model to predict vibration loads in the
propeller duct stator attachment fitting. These loads will be used in conjunction with Computational Fluid
Dynamic model predictions of the airflow loadings on the propeller duct to provide a complete loading
spectrum of the propeller duct. This information will then be utilized in an ongoing stator cracking study to
determine the cause and to assist in developing a fix for this problem.
It is anticipated that during FY05, the Comprehensive System Vibration model will be used in the evaluation
of design changes to the LCAC propeller duct stators, and to investigate previously unaddressed LCAC
structural cracking. The specific areas to be investigated will be based on Reliability and Maintainability
(R&M) data from the LCAC Fleet.
Lightweight Armor
Armoring of the LCAC has evolved with the various craft flight designs. Early LCAC had armored windows
and Command Modules for enhancing the protection for the LCAC crew members. Craft Alts and construction design changes were introduced to expand coverage to include the aft engines to provide a “get
home capability.” LCAC 61 and later craft were outfitted with the “doghouse” to further protect the critical
equipment that was exposed aft of frame 15.
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NSWC-PC is evaluating options for upgrading the existing armor on the LCAC. An extensive market survey
was conducted to determine the state of technology, including weight and cost, for armor that would satisfy
the LCAC requirements. With legacy LCAC armor panels weighing in excess of 13 pounds per square foot
and equivalent modern armor available at less than nine pounds per square foot, there was potential for
significant weight savings or for increased protection using the same weight budget.
PMS377J proposed to the ACUs a process
whereby a number of lightweight armor kits
would be manufactured and shifted from craft
to craft as they deployed. This strategy would
avoid replacing damaged legacy armor and
ensure maximum funds were available for the
development and purchase of lightweight
replacement armor. With concurrence from
the ACUs, the lightweight armor effort shifted
focus to developing armor mounting kits. With
this objective in mind, the following strategy
was undertaken for the LCAC armor effort:



Procure 12 craft sets of lightweight
armor to replace current Command Module
and engine module heavy armor with lightweight armor.

Armor (dark gray) protects the LCAC engine module



Procure 12 craft sets of lightweight armor for the purpose of providing protection on the outboard
bulkhead of the P&E module and extending the coverage on the Command Module outboard bulkhead to
the aft bulkhead.



Research, identify, and procure 12 craft sets worth of quick-release mechanisms, yet to be identified, for mounting the lightweight armor to the LCAC.



Develop armor mounting system that uses old structural supports, where applicable, but allows for
interchanging armor between craft and is quick to install/remove. Procure and install craft permanent
interface components that allow craft to be fitted with the lightweight armor without additional hot work.
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For a number of reasons, including the desire to develop a single kit that is applicable to any craft, the
following items will not be undertaken as part of the lightweight armor effort:



The lube oil cooler plating and propeller coupling protective plating on doghouse craft will not be
replaced.



In light of the development of Craft Alt 435D, doghouse armor will not be replaced with lightweight

armor.
Additional items under consideration include:



Replacement of the armored hatch above the aft engines with a lightweight structure and armor
panels. This hatch could be fitted to allow lightweight armor to be installed as required. The current hatches
for LCAC 1-60 in this area could also, potentially, be modified to accept this additional protection.



Ballistic Curtains will not be used for protection of the forward bulkhead of the P&E module, inboard
bulkhead of the P&E module, or Command Module inboard bulkhead (to extend coverage).
It is anticipated that a net positive overall weight distribution impact will result from the lightweight armor
effort. With lighter armor the craft’s aft trim and starboard list will be reduced.

LCAC Flat Panel Displays
Active-Matrix Liquid Crystal Display (AMLCD) color flat panel displays are being introduced on the LCAC
when the new Bridgemaster E radar is installed with Craft Alt 434K during the C4N upgrades. The new
AMLCD displays replace the out-of-production Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) monitors in the LCAC Command
Module. The current LCAC CRT displays are unreliable and expensive to repair or replace. The new flat
panel displays; provide the latest in display technology, display full color images at high resolution and high
brightness with a wide viewing angle, are sunlight readable and compatible with night vision goggles,
are less expensive, and are ruggedized for the LCAC operating environment.
LCAC with Craft Alt 434K have three displays (one 15.4 inch and two 10.4 inch) that display images from
the new Bridgemaster E radar and current Alarm and Monitoring System (AMS) systems. This new AMLCD
display can also replace any LCAC CRT monitor prior to undergoing a C4N system upgrade. The new
AMLCD displays will also support NDI and Furuno display requirements.
SLEP LCAC also have AMLCD displays. Six (two 15.7 inch and four 10.4 inch) displays on the Command
Module consoles display images from the SLEP computer systems. These displays are from a different
manufacturer, but also provide the latest in AMLCD technology. NSWC-PC is currently investigating options
to transition both the SLEP and C4N upgrade displays into a common display that will provide fit and
function in either the SLEP, C4N upgrade, or existing LCAC configurations. Results of engineering tests
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and crew operational demonstrations indicate the displays are a significant improvement over the current
CRT monitors.
GPS Anti-Jamming Antenna System (GAS-1)
The GPS Anti-Jamming Antenna System (GAS-1) is a Controlled Reception Pattern Antenna system
designed to protect the GPS navigation signal for military platforms. Each LCAC navigator relies on the
GPS signal for position information to navigate the craft. NSWC-PC is conducting tests with the Space and
Naval Warfare Systems Center, San Diego, to provide anti-jamming antennas for the LCAC. The tests will
determine if the GAS-1 provides nominal GPS signal strength to the GPS receivers, does not induce
accidental interference by active emitters from friendly forces, and operates during deliberate jamming of
GPS L1 or L2 frequencies. Earlier testing was completed on Non-Navigation Data Integrator (NDI) craft in
FY00 in response to the requirements of the U.S. Navy Enhanced User Equipment Operational Requirements Document (ORD) 562-06-00 of 7 June 00. The ORD directed the Navy to provide increased protection against GPS jamming.
Recent testing at NSWC-PC demonstrated integration of GAS-1 on LCACs with NDI using both the AN/
ARN-151(V)9 GPS receiver and Missionized Embedded GPS Inertial Navigation System (MEGI). The test
demonstrated the effectiveness and suitability of the antenna system integrated in the dual MEGI/3A GPS
receiver Autopilot configuration in both a benign GPS
environment and a simulated hostile GPS environment. Future testing will demonstrate the MEGI
performance on the SLEP LCAC configuration.
So far, five GAS-1 assemblies are installed on NDI
LCACs at each ACU using Craft Alt 446D as guidance. Five more GAS-1 installations are planned at
each ACU during FY05. The GAS-1 will be installed
on more LCACs in the future and eventually replace
all the AS-3819/SRN Fixed Reception Pattern Antennas (FRPA).
GAS-1 on LCAC 25
Communications Antenna Survey
NSWC-PC conducted a survey of the LCAC communications antennas on SLEP LCAC to determine if the
communications performance of the LCAC could be improved. The analysis was conducted using a
computerized radio frequency (RF) communications modeling tool that created a 3D model of the LCAC.
The computer model analyzed the current communications antenna suite to determine performance
deficiencies. NSWC-PC conducted a market survey for replacement antennas that fit the LCAC communications requirements. Candidate antennas were modeled using the computerized tools to determine
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optimal placement on the LCAC and predict performance in the LCAC environment. Test samples from
antenna vendors were obtained and an on-craft performance test was conducted to validate the results of
the model prediction.
The study results showed a marked improvement in VHF communications capability. Reliable VHF communications were predicted and obtained out to 30 nautical miles. A new tunable VHF antenna was located
on a new ground plane
above the Port Lift Fan
Module. This eliminates
much of the interference
caused by LCAC structure
with the current VHF antenna.
A new five foot helical HF
Whip antenna was placed on
the Personnel and Equipment (P&E) Module and
communicated out to 100
nautical miles using HF
ground wave at the 6.9 MHz
frequency. More HF antenna
testing is planned in the
future to ensure that this
significant performance
improvement over the
existing baseline can be
achieved in the 2-30 MHz HF
frequency band.

The Chemical Biological Incident Response Force uses a LCAC to
validate various ingress and egress water routes along the Potomac
and Anacostia rivers in Washington, D.C.

The current UHF blade antenna was relocated because of its proximity (less than 12 inches) to a large
blocking mass. The antenna was replaced because of the poor performance of the UHF/VHF design. The
new antenna is designed for UHF only operation and will optimize ship-to-air and close proximity ship-toship communications. A Satellite Communications UHF antenna was also placed on the new ground plane
above the starboard lift fan module. This unit is actually two antennas in one, a low angle for ship-to-air and
a high angle for ship-to-SATCOM use. Limited testing was conducted on the low angle monopole in a shipto-shore configuration. Results show that it may be used in that mode for close in UHF communications up
to about 5 miles.
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The AN/KSQ-1 EPLRS antenna was replaced with a newer design and placed on an open ground plane
area above the starboard lift fan module.
Overall, the study has determined that adding a ground place on the inboard, aft portion of each lift fan
module will provide an optimized location for the VHF, UHF, and AN/KSQ-1 EPLRS antennas to achieve the
best results. The study concluded that significant LCAC communications performance and reliability
improvements could be gained by replacing and repositioning existing VHF, UHF, and HF antennas.
Mission Support Systems
Several important developments pertaining to the LCAC mission support systems have been achieved.
Key among these developments is the release of a LCAC Performance Analysis System (LPAS) version
7.3, the release of a Mission Planning and Analysis System (MPAS) version 3.6, and the technology refresh
of three LCAC Mission Support Systems (LMSS).
LPAS/MPAS - Development and support of the LPAS and MPAS program continued this year with the
release of LPAS version 7.3 and MPAS version 3.6, which addressed and corrected the SLEP related
Problem Change Requests approved by the Software Change Control Board. Most changes were the
result of SLEP interface changes, SEAOPS changes, and SLEP end of life hardware changes. LPAS and
MPAS must be dynamic and responsive to changes to support the fleet, SLEP development and testing,
and the latest NDI Replacement development efforts.
LMSS - In FY03, eight out of the 24 LMSS underwent a technology refresh of new motherboards, processors, and speakers to support SLEP Common Data Recorder (CDR) data processing. This year an
additional three LMSS were upgraded. In addition to the technology refresh, the three systems were
outfitted with hardware to accommodate SLEP processing of both the legacy and Reliability Improvement
Program (RIP) CDR. All 24 systems were provided a new 17-inch flat panel monitor due to the age and
condition of the existing monitors. The flat panels are much lighter and easier to deploy.
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LCAC with USS WASP (LHD 1) and USS KEARSARGE (LHD 3)
LCAC 61-90 Systems Upgrade Program
NSWC-PC is developing a Craft Alt package to remove the LN-66 radar from LCACs containing the Navigation Data Integrator (NDI) navigation system. As a consequence of removing the LN-66 radar, the following
items will be removed from the LCACs: scan converter, DCU, NDI, 151 GPS, AHRU, HSVL, all monitors,
and the magnetic compass. These items will be replaced by a modified version of the improved SLEP
navigation system and the Sperry Bridgemaster E radar system. The navigation system will also interface
with the original AMS system and will have no affect on the craft control system. Some of the hardware
differences between the SLEP Universal Keyboard (UKB) and LCAC 61-90 Systems Upgrade UKB are that
SLEP uses two UKB processors and two 4x4 Keypads (one for the Navigator and one for the Engineer)
whereas the Systems Upgrade UKB system has one UKB processor and one 4x4 Keypad for only the
Navigator. Some of the NAV system hardware differences between SLEP LCAC and LCAC 61-90 Systems
Upgrade craft are an added ARINC 429 interface card to support the NAV to AMS interface and the additional interface to the speed/side slip gauge.
The new system will be installed and tested on LCAC 66 at NSWC-PC during calendar year 2004. The
Craft Alt and ILS package will be completed during the first/second quarter of FY05 and the first fleet install
is expected to be during the summer of 2005 at ACU FIVE on LCAC 52.
The autopilot system will be deactivated on board the craft until FY06 when the development effort will be
initiated with FY06 funding to incorporate this functionality in the SLEP navigation system.
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NAVSEA Warfare Center - Philadelphia (NSWCCD) Engineering and
Technology Developments
LCAC 44: Results of Main Engine
Inquiry

I

n October 2003, metal chips were
found in LCAC 44 main engines one
(ME1) and four (ME4) oil sumps.
NAVSEA Philadelphia led a failure
investigation team which included
Vericor Power Systems, FTSCPAC,
and ACU FIVE 31T. The source of the
chips in ME1 was found to be a spacer
adjacent to the number 6/7 bearing.
Disassembly of ME4 revealed severe
spalling on the number one bearing and
damaged neighboring components.
Vericor promptly provided all
ME4 in 31T Shop for Repair
replacement parts necessary, and both
engines were repaired and returned to service. The team performed vibration testing on both of the repaired
engines to verify the rebuilds, and to ensure propulsion system vibrations did not contribute to the failures.
Results from the recorded vibration testing were within acceptable range.
The cause of the ME1 failure was determined to be insufficient torque on the number 6/7 bearing locknut.
The loose nut allowed the bearing to move relative to the shaft, machining slivers of metal off of
the spacer. The cause of the ME4 failure is
unknown. The materials, parts and assembly
were all within specifications and tolerances.
In December, ME4 again accumulated metal
chips in the oil sump. NAVSEA Philadelphia and
ACU FIVE 31T disassembled the engine and did
not find any problems with the number one
bearing. Material analysis showed that the chips
were bearing material. The chips were determined to be residual debris from the initial failure.
The lubrication system was re-flushed and LCAC
44 has been operating for six months without chip
warnings.
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Main Engine Exhaust Collector Installation Modification
LCAC crews have had many problems with the monoball bearing mounts on LCAC exhaust collectors.
ACU FOUR and ACU FIVE requested that a new design be implemented to facilitate an easier method for
installation and removal of the exhaust collectors. Upon inspection of several exhaust collectors NAVSEA
Philadelphia determined the problem to be caused by monoball bearing corrosion. The monoball bearings
were corroding onto the collector to such a degree that many had to be cut off. Additionally, the procedure
to remove the collector was made difficult by an interfering bracket which is hard to reach. These corrosion and bracket placement problems contributed to a lengthy time period required to install and remove
exhaust collectors.
NAVSEA Philadelphia designed a new bracket system utilizing input from craft crews. The new bracket
system split the bracket to counter the bracket placement problem and replaced the monoball bearing with
a bushing and pin combination. Drawings were sent to ACU FIVE for manufacture and testing while additional parts were fabricated and sent to ACU FOUR for testing.
Upon successful completion of the tests and input from each ACU, a formal Alteration Equivalent to Repair
(AER-505) will be issued. The AER will authorize the use of the new bracket and bearing system.

Complete Bracket Assembly (Craft Frame, Washers and Nuts Not Shown)
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FADEC Environmental Stress Screening
Background:
SLEP LCAC 91 and 44 equipped with ETF40B engines experienced several failures caused by the new
Full Authority Digital Engine Control (FADEC). Investigations by the U.S. Navy and OEM determined that
FADEC failures were caused by internal component failures, specifically, Vishay resistors and Lucent
JC100H DC power converters.

Legacy FADEC unit installed in ESS chamber

Environment Stress Screening:
In early 2001, the U.S. Navy working with the OEM
also established an Environmental Stress Screening
(ESS) process to improve overall hardware reliability
of ETF40B engine FADECs. ESS was intended to
cause poorly manufactured hardware, such as the
components described previously, to fail during the
screening process rather than in the field. All failed
hardware would then be replaced prior to final
FADEC delivery to the U.S. Navy. Additionally, each
successful ESS test was followed by a three hour
Acceptance Test Procedure (ATP) to re-verify the
FADEC circuitry. To date, the implementation of the
ESS testing process (thermal and vibration) has
resulted in a significantly improved reliability of
FADECs delivered to the U.S. Navy.
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Approximately 50 percent of all FADEC failures
were associated with failures of Vishay resistors.
Each FADEC contains 181 Vishay resistors. These
resistors are high precision components that utilize
a Nichrome resistive film material to protect the
resistor. It was discovered that high humidity
environments cause a breakdown of the Nichrome
film material and ultimately the resistor failure. This
issue was resolved by updating the FADEC with
resistors utilizing a tantalum nitride film which is not
affected by high humidity conditions. The Lucent
JC100H DC power converter failures were attributed to poor internal solder joints. An improved
quality control process was implemented to ensure
solder joints were tested/inspected before component shipment.

Production FADEC unit installed in ESS chamber
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Modified ETF40B Fuel Systems
NAVSEA Philadelphia is developing modified fuel systems for the TF40B and
ETF40B engines. The ETF40B fuel
shutoff valves are high failure components
that require cumbersome periodic maintenance to ensure functionality. In addition,
the valves on the ETF40B interfere with
the oil dipstick which makes checking the
oil difficult. The new systems use a single
five pound shutoff valve rather than two
redundant ten pound valves on the existing systems.
The concept was first proven in the Small
Gas Turbine Test Facility in Philadelphia,
followed by qualification of the valve for the
harsh LCAC operating environment.
These tests included shock, vibration,
Modified fuel systems for the (E)TF40B Engines
electro-magnetic interference, humidity,
cold and high temperature, salt fog, and
endurance. The prospective valve has passed all of these tests showing it is appropriate for the application.
The final phase of qualification is an operational evaluation (OPEVAL) on a craft. The new fuel systems will
be installed and tested on LCAC 66 (TF40B) and LCAC 91 (ETF40B) at NSWC-PC. Successful completion of the OPEVAL will lead to the development of an engineering change proposal to permit implementation into the Fleet. This modification will result in a more reliable propulsion system that is easier and less
expensive to maintain.
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KSQ-1 Update
Amphibious Assault Direction System

T

he Amphibious Assault Direction System (AADS), an Amphibious Warfare Program, integrates the
Enhanced Position Location and Reporting System (EPLRS) with the NAVSTAR Global Positioning
System (GPS) to form a jam/intercept resistant, command, and control system that supports the
ship-to-shore movement in amphibious operations. Through an airborne relay group, AADS provides the
Commander, Amphibious Task Force (CATF) and Commander, Landing Force (CLF) with the capability to
monitor and control LCAC and LCU landing craft movement at ranges up to 100 nautical miles. AADS with
EPLRS provides real-time, precise Position Location Information
(PLI) on landing craft and all other units participating in the
EPLRS network. AADS uses the PLI generated by EPLRS.
Using dynamic reference points and Time of Arrival (TOA) of
radio transmissions between EPLRS radios, the EPLRS computes PLI of each tracked platform. The EPLRS network is
controlled/managed by shipboard Net Control Station (NCS) for
older EPLRS software versions and by an EPLRS Network
Manager (ENM) for the latest EPLRS software. AADS provides
the ship’s Boat Control Officer with significantly enhanced
situational awareness of amphibious operations and greatly
EPLRS User Unit (EPUU)
reduces the potential for fratricide.
AADS has been installed in amphibious fleet ships and landing craft since 1996. AADS is undergoing a
transition, using a Flexible Spiral Technology Refresh (FSTR) strategy, to migrate the current legacy AADS
system to a state-of-the-art capability. The AADS FSTR system is being developed in incremental blocks
by NSWC-PC. Each block will provide additional AADS system capabilities. AADS FSTR Block 1 is currently installed as Temporary Alterations (TEMPALTs) on the WASP ESG (USS WASP, USS SHREVEPORT, USS WHIDBEY ISLAND, ACU FOUR Det
CHARLIE LCAC, and LCU 1654). AADS FSTR Block 2
TEMPALTs on the ESSEX ESG (USS ESSEX, USS
JUNEAU, USS HARPERS FERRY, USS FORT
MCHENRY, ACU FIVE Det ALPHA LCAC, and LCU
Craft numbers 1627 and 1631) will be completed in
September 2004. Additional AADS FSTR TEMPALT
installations are planned on ESG ships and landing
craft in FY05. Commencing in FY06, the Amphibious
Fleet will be back-fitted with AADS FSTR Block 3 Ship
Alterations (SHIPALTS) and Craft Alterations
(CRAFTALTS). LCACs and LCUs will be back-fitted
Junction Box (JBOX)
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with AADS FSTR Block 3 at the same time as ships of their assigned ESGs are equipped with AADS FSTR
Block 3.
Shipboard AADS systems consist of a Junction Box (JBOX), two EPLRS radio sets, HP-712 CPU monitor
and keyboard, KOK-13 CRYPTO Key Generator, two antennas, and associated signal and power cabling
to interface with shipboard system. The AADS User Terminal Group (UTG), installed on LCACs and LCUs,
includes a JBOX, EPLRS User Unit (EPUU), User Readout (URO), antenna, cables, and connectors. Once
the UTG is turned on and set up to transmit, it automatically sends PLI of the landing craft to the Boat
Control Officer’s Workstation and all shipboard GCCS-M users.
The AADS Program Office and NSWC-PC continue to investigate additional AADS capabilities to increase
the system capabilities. This includes integration with other ship/craft tracking systems. Currently installed
AADS FSTR TEMPALTs are being evaluated by LCAC crews. LCAC crew feedback to the AADS Program
Office and NSWC-PC is highly encouraged.

USS BONHOMME RICHARD (LHD 6) in Seattle
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NAVSEA - Boston Planning Yard (PSNSDB)
Access to Technical Drawings and Technical Manuals

T

he Boston Planning Yard is the electronic repository for all LCAC drawings and technical manuals.
These websites are easily reached and navigated through the following links:

Technical Drawings: http://www.psnsbsn.navy.mil
Technical Manuals: http://www2.psnsbsn.navy.mil
Authorization is required to view the above sites. To apply for user ID and password, click on the “contact
us” link located at the websites home page.
Our policy is to grant access to requests made from a .mil e-mail domain. Requests from other domains
will require a sponsor. For example, a contractor would have the contracting officer submit the request to
the LCAC Planning Yard Program Manager. The Program Manager would then decide if permission is
granted or if further liaison is required with the NAVSEA LCAC Program Manager prior to authorization.
Presently there are approximately 190 LCAC system and equipment manuals available for download from
the LCAC Technical Manual website. A listing of the manuals is available from the home page.
To access the manuals, first navigate to the home page and click on “Web & Acrobat,” then in the table
select the hull to see all the manuals applicable to that hull. You can also select “All manuals sorted by
TMINS” to see a listing of all the manuals. Icons in the last three columns indicate what type of manual is
available. Note that not all manuals have an Acrobat version available. To view the manual, click on the
appropriate icon then enter your user ID and password.
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meet the osrs
ACU FOUR OSRs
Jesse Amason, NAVSEA Philadelphia
I hail from the state of Arkansas and am employed by NAVSEA Philadelphia, Code 9353, as an engineering
technician. I am currently responsible for all gas turbine engine troubleshooting and repair. I am also
responsible to SURFLANT/FTSCLANT for IMA gas turbine repair qualifications. I am qualified as a Navy
gas turbine inspector.
Bryan Buchanan, PSNS DB
I am an ex-Navy nuke who began with PSNS DB in 1996 in the Power & Lighting division, and then moved
over to the IC & Weapons division before coming down to ACU FOUR in 1998. After leaving the Navy, I
attended West Virginia Tech, and then worked as Turn Engineer in a small steel mill near Cincinnati, OH
before moving to Boston. I enjoy being a part of the LCAC community and facing future challenges with the
rest of the team.

Lee Weatherford, Joe Greene, Bryan Buchanan, Jim Bournias, Jesse Amason
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Joe Greene, PMS377J
I am a retired Navy officer, spending most of my 26 year career in the Amphibious/Gator Navy. I have been
closely associated with PMS377 for most of the last 14 years. From 1991-94 I was the Commanding
Officer of ACU FOUR and worked closely with PMS377. From 1997-99 I supported PMS377 as OSR for
LSD 52. Since 1999 I have been back at ACU FOUR serving as the OSR.
Lee Weatherford, PMS377J
I have been at ACU FOUR since 1988. I have been very involved in all aspects of logistic support. These
efforts have included tracking government/contractor trial cards, interim support, Craft Alts, warranty
packages, and depot level overhaul. I am currently assigned to ACU FOUR as the PMS377J Deputy OSR
supporting PMS377 and associated activities implementing SLEP upgrades to ACU FOUR craft. I am a
member of the PMS377J SLEP Supportability Team and support the Fleet Support Conferences.
Jim Bournias, NSWC-PC
ACU FOUR has been honored to have Jim Bournias as the first NSWC-PC Command, Control, Communications, Computers, and Navigation (C4N) OSR. For over a year Jim has served ACU FOUR with
untiring dedication and uncommon zeal as he has been directly responsible for dramatically improving
C4N readiness at the Unit. As Jim transitions he will be sorely missed at ACU FOUR. He is a superior
team player who makes things happen.

ACU FIVE OSRs
Curtis D. McNeal, NSWC-PC C4N
Hello, LCAC Community. I’m the C4N OSR at ACU FIVE. I
served in the United States Air Force as an avionics technician
at Tyndall AFB, Panama City, FL, from 1978-82. After my brief
Air Force career I worked at the Panama City Airport for Sowel
Aviation as a radio technician on small aircraft from 1982-84.
After working for Sowel Aviation, I went to work for Bell Aerospace (Textron) and began what is now a 20+ year career in the
LCAC community. I worked as a contractor at NSWC-PC from
1984-2003, where I was involved with a variety of LCAC maintenance, testing, and modifications, which brought me to my
current position. As the ACU FIVE/NSWC-PC C4N OSR, I have
been responsible for supporting the Fleet’s first operational
SLEP craft (LCAC 44) based at ACU FIVE. I also provide life
cycle support as well as acquisition support for PMS377J/
NSWC-PC.
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David L. Ihlenfeld, PMS377
Dave is a retired Naval Officer with thirty years active service. His career
included assignments in both the destroyer and amphibious forces. Career
highlights include graduation from the Armed Forces Command and Staff
College, Air War, College and Naval War College, and Commanding Officer
both afloat and shore.
Len Barron, NSWC-PC
Len’s LCAC career began when he checked into ACU FIVE in December 1985 David Ihlenfeld
and was assigned to the GSE Shop. He was lucky enough to be part of
Operational and Final Contract Trials for LCAC 1 and 2. A year after moving to
California he was deployed on the first ever WestPac with LCACs onboard
the USS GERMANTOWN. The next 5 years of active duty put him in Maintenance, Ops, and Training Departments. In 1991 Len left the Navy and spent
nearly ten years with TM&LS first as the Warranty Rep for new LCACs, then
Production Manager for the last four ACU FIVE MLA/DLOs, and finally as the
Operations Manager for the West Coast Office. For the past three years he
has filled his current position supporting ACU FIVE as the primary Technical
Len Barron
Point of Contact for LCAC HM&E Systems.
Dennis Gilman, PMS377J
Dennis joined the LCAC team in May of 2003, after leaving the U.S. Navy.
While in the Navy, his significant assignments included: Chief Engineer on
USS CORONADO (AGF 11) and USS CIMMARON (AO 177).
Paul Larson, Marine Systems Corp (MSC)
Paul recently retired from the Navy as a GSCM, where for the past 19 years
Dennis Gilman
he was directly involved with the LCAC program. His LCAC career started in
Panama City in 1985 as a Maintenance/Deck Engineer. Paul was involved
with Developmental trials of LCAC 1 and Final Contract trials on LCAC 1 and
2. Follow on tours included LCAC Engineer, LCAC Craftmaster, GSE Shop
LCPO, Training Department LCPO, and a final tour as the Operations Department LCPO. As the Marine Systems Corp (MSC) On Site Rep, Paul supports
PSNS DB in all areas of responsibility to include tracking all Craft Alts, installations, and maintaining a corrosion control inspection data base.

Paul Larson
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human interest
No Sibling Rivalry Here, ACU FOUR

H

ere at ACU FOUR, we have a unique team,
“Team Tinch.” Most sailors join the Navy to get
away from family, at least for a while. Here we
have DCCS (SW/AW) Jeffery Tinch and ENC (SW/AW)
Deborah Tinch. Yes, a brother and sister team, two people
that make things happen at ACU FOUR.
Jeffery and Deborah enlisted in the Navy within months of
DCCS Jeffery Tinch
each other and both attended boot camp in Orlando, FL.
DCCS Jeff Tinch went to the Aviation community and served with VF-301and VF-302 at NAS Miramar as
an AMH. ENC Deborah Tinch went off to EN “A” School in Great Lakes, MI, then to tugboat duty in Norfolk,
VA, and Puerto Rico.
DCCS Tinch left the Navy in late 1989, only to return in mid-1990. He attended DC ‘A’ school and after
graduating, he received orders to the USS KALAMAZOO. During his tour, he was selected as SOQ and
SOY for 1994. His next assignment would take him to the USS THOMAS S. GATES where he was selected for CPO. His sister was also selected for CPO the same year. His next duty station would take him
to NTTC Corry Station, where he met his future wife CTRCS (SW/AW) Sarah Tinch. He terminated shore
duty early to become the first ever Damage Controlman to become an LCAC Craftmaster in August 2001.
After six months of tug duty in Puerto Rico, ENC Tinch
was transferred to the Dive Locker to maintain a 52-foot
Dive boat and the three air compressors for the recompression chamber. While attached to the Dive locker she
removed the V8-92 engines, overhauled, and replaced
them single-handedly, as there were no other engineers
attached to the locker. In January 1989 she transferred to
SIMA St. Julian’s Creek for a three year tour where she
worked for the Air Department 97J Division. Her job entailed maintaining the John L Grove (JLGs) man lifts
throughout the area and the Air Department Supply Petty
Officer. She was also responsible for training the ship's
personnel on the operation and safety of the JLG. Her next
duty station was the USS GRAPPLE in January 1991. This
was considered an arduous duty, but it was also a very
satisfying tour; ENC Tinch met and made many good
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friends on this ship and considers this the duty that made her a chief. In June of 1994, she transferred to
ACU FOUR in a Limited Duty status and in December of 1994, she transferred to ACU FOUR seaside as a
Work Center Supervisor in Det TWO.
Both Tinch’s were selected for Chief in 1995. Their pinning ceremony was quite special not only because
they made chief together and pinned each other, but their father CWO3 (Ret.) Gene Tinch was also there to
assist in the ceremony.
Both Tinch’s have distinguished themselves at ACU FOUR as hard chargers and leaders. DCCS Tinch has
served superbly as LCAC 77 Craftmaster for the past three years, deploying for Operations ENDURING
FREEDOM and IRAQI FREEDOM. He has also been the Det BRAVO LCPO for the past two years. ENC
Tinch has made three deployments during her stay with ACU FOUR, deploying with her Brother for Operations ENDURING FREEDOM and IRAQI FREEDOM. She has been a Det Maintenance LCPO for the past
two years and is the foremost expert at the unit in balancing lift fans. Team Tinch is a wonderful role model
for the command. They are both consummate professionals and ACU FOUR is very fortunate to have them
assigned here.

The Enigma, ACU FIVE

I

n an age of the Navy where stuffing your service jacket with as many diverse tours as you can accumulate is the ever elusive goal for continued advancement, there are the enigmas, those of us who
seem to defy the conventional wisdom and just stay put, and succeed.

In 1984 the U.S. Navy was just coming into its own in the Gas Turbine powered ship era. It’s not surprising
that a mechanically inclined young man from Wyoming would enlist as a Gas Turbine Tech (Elect.). Nor
was it a surprise that he’d chose the Navy and follow in the family tradition. He set off on the same career
path his father had taken many years before.
A summer of Boot Camp and a year of Gas Turbine A and C schools, focusing on the propulsion and
auxiliary systems of Frigates and Destroyers, prepped the young man well. Finishing at the top of his class
and having choice of orders, he chose to work in the LCAC program, even though he knew not what they
were. He just knew he would rather be in Panama City, FL than on a ship!
After arrival in Florida it was evident that the beach party was not going to be as he had envisioned. Night
shift hours frequently continued until the following morning. He was working on a craft that was clearly not
interested in working at all. But early in 1986 it was time for the 2nd Class test, and having the material
fresh in his mind allowed him to advance in the first increment.
The summer of 1986 brought the big move to California, but no relief in the work schedule. The first deployment was scheduled for the summer of 1987 and the boats were in horrific shape. But thanks to the slave
driving of the Shop Chief (tricky Rick Vanlint) the craft were made deployable and the deployment left as
planned with three FMC craft on the brand new USS GERMANTOWN. Despite a couple “shocking” events
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at the hand of his fellow tech and the de-ramping of LCAC 4, our sailor’s first deployment went off without a
hitch.
The following year it was time to move to Operations. After the experience gained over the past few years,
earning the LCAC Engineer qualification seemed natural. Another deployment followed, and then it was
time for advancement again. While the old material was not as fresh the result was the same, first increment, our young sailor was now a GSE1. He was rapidly moving up on the end of his six-year hitch and had
a decision to make: move to the private sector or stay Navy? If he was to stay in, what should he do?
Those big gray ships didn’t sound any more appealing now than they did back in C school, especially now that he’d spent some time on them, and
he’d just bought a house.
The decision was made, with some strong-arming
from our own Capt. Dave Ihlenfeld, to reenlist and
stay with the Swift Intruders. Another deployment,
and a trip to the Arctic passed and his tour in Ops
was complete. Should he transfer? Sure, to the
Maintenance Department. As LPO of the GSE
shop he put his years of LCAC experience to work
teaching new techs. As the end of 1991 came, so
came the opportunity to make Chief. January 1992
GSCM Ret Paul Larson, “The Enigma”
- our “older” sailor took his test and as always he
passed with flying colors. By summer he was wearing anchors on his shoulders. Only 8 years had passed
since he’d had his head shaved. This Navy thing was really working out!
However, with the promotion, there were too many chiefs and not enough indians, so it was time to make a
move. Craftmaster seemed like a pretty good gig, and he already knew the ropes in Ops. Back to the boats
he went, and six months forward deployed to Sasebo, Japan, to work up the newly formed WESTPAC
ALPHA program. Returning home he gained a short break but soon it was WESTPAC time again, old hat at
this point. Time passed quickly, and soon he was up for Senior Chief. No reason a first time up Chief with
one duty station should expect much, right? Wrong! First shot Senior Chief and now a Det LCPO looking at
his upcoming PRD. He would certainly need to diversify if ever he was to get to E-9, but a nice spot in
training opened up. He jumped on it. His first shot for Master Chief move paid off. Less than 14 years have
elapsed and our man has run through the ranks! At his terminal paygrade, the Master Chief completed his
tour in training. He then performs two more Operations as LCPO/Safety Master.
Twenty years active duty, 12 years in the Chief’s mess, and less than 14 years to Master Chief. One
Command!
GSCM Ret. Paul Larson. The Enigma.
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training
ACU FOUR Training

W

elcome to the ACU FOUR Training Department, where high standards and quality training are a
way of life! Great improvements continue to take place in the Training Department. We welcome our new Department Head, LT L. N. Fledderjohn and our new Division Officer, OSCM R.
Nesbitt. With the changing of the guard, we say goodbye to OSCM Yates, affectionately know as “the Don”
or “One of the Three Kings.” OSCM Yates’ legacy within the LCAC and Amphibious community is well
known. A visionary, he authored the blueprint for the training web site which brought ACU FOUR’s Training
Department up to date utilizing cutting edge technology. His implementation of new technology has vastly
improved the overall quality and effectiveness of the training pipeline. OSCM Yates has moved back to
operations and has taken a couple of instructors with him, BMCS Lipponen and GSM1 Faircloth. The
Training Department remains strong with 26 instructors and growing.
Training Department instructors continue to support all
aspects of training, including
the Full Mission Trainer,
Advanced Qualification
Training, Deck Engineer
Training, Loadmaster Training and Officer-in-charge
Training. This year, Training
Department has successfully
certified 59 LCAC
crewmembers and recertified all other
crewmembers due for their
annual recertification requirements.
Robert Drury guides LCAC 67 out of Amphibious Assault Ship USS
IWO JIMA (LHD 7) during training exercises in June 2004
The Training Department has remained very busy over the past year, by supporting missions to train and
certify prospective LCAC crewmembers in the proper operation and employment of 36 LCACs in support
of amphibious operations worldwide. We also ensure all ACU FOUR crewmembers are qualified and up to
date in their training. Finally, we have taken on full responsibility for two craft, LCAC 70 and LCAC 85. Full
responsibility includes PMS, CART, Corrosion, the whole nine yards.
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Adding two craft to our workload makes shore duty seem like sea duty, but it does allow for great hands on
training for all of the training courses. We continue to work hard to constantly improve the quality of training
material, employing state-of-the-art technology and updated information. This year we upgraded our MPAS/
LPAS lab with 10 new flat screen monitors. We have also recently upgraded two of the five classrooms
with new highly technical SMART boards. Using this technology, Training Instructors have implemented a
complete revision of the Advanced Qualification Training course, Deck Engineer course, and Loadmaster
course. All Instructor Guides, Student Guides and Power Point presentations are being reviewed and
revised to allow the highest quality of instruction possible. Additionally, Training Department continues to
perform Commanders Assessment of Readiness and Training (CART 1) on one detachment and six craft
during the Inter-Deployment Training Cycle (IDTC). The CART inspection provides craft crews with training
and maintenance assessments early in the IDTC.
Training Department, along with the rest of the command, supports Maritime Prepositioning Force (MPF) operations and training.
BMCS Searcy leads ACU FOUR’s team, other participants include
BM1 Porter, BM1 Rhue, and GSM2 Gleich. BMCS Searcy, BM1
Porter, and GSM2 Gleich went to La Ceiba, Honduras from February to March 2004 in support of the 143rd TRANSCOM, during a
multi-national and multi-force exercise, acting as barge ferry
crewmembers during JLOTS 04 New Horizons.
Training Department Instructors have been certified to teach the
Officer-in-Charge (OIC) Course. Since our certification we have
taught two classes and graduated 23 Officers/Warrant Officers as
LCAC Detachment OICs. Training Department has also become
eligible to start on Master Training Specialist (MTS) certification
qualifications. This is a highly desirable qualification that will
improve the quality of instruction and help all instructors during
screenings and promotion boards.
Boatswain’s Mate 2nd Class SumCOG Screen has shown to be a great addition to ACU FOUR.
mer Wren signals a LCAC ashore
Since the arrival of the COG Screen in spring of 2003, we have
conducted 41 COG Screenings. Sailors from all over the globe
come to ACU FOUR as prospective LCAC crewmembers to test their abilities to multi-task in a high stress
environment. The COG Screen has not only saved the military time and money, but has also saved ACU
FOUR time and money by allowing sailors from our own community to test without having to travel.
There was a LCAC SEAOPS Conference held in Panama City, FL, in March 2004. LCAC Subject Matter
Experts (SME) attended the conference to determine what necessary changes should be implemented in
all SEAOPS volumes and also heard briefs from all around the community. Feedback from the LCAC
community was evaluated and a fifth chapter will be added to the SEAOPS Operation and Casualty Proce-
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dures regarding mission planning standards and mission
planning checklist. SEAOPS Volume V will undergo a complete revision in the near future, ensuring that all Mission
Planning tools are in the same location.
Training Department played a vital role in LCAC SLEP
Training for LCAC 2 and LCAC 25. BMCS Searcy, GSEC
McKenzie, and OSC Bunn are leading the SLEP training
push, guaranteeing the best possible training is provided to
the unit. We are also instrumental in the planning and scheduling of all SLEP courses. Additionally, Training Department
will be the keepers of VELCAC (Virtual Environment LCAC).
Installation was completed in late July, allowing invaluable
training to the crews prior to receipt of LCAC 2 and LCAC 25.
Training may be the departmental job, but we also have an
office staff that is busy working on all travel orders, both cost
and no-cost, and administrative matters. YN1 Banks and
DC1 Switzer have been instrumental in getting people to
conferences and schools to ensure that they have the proper
training to raise the knowledge level here at ACU FOUR.
Robert Smith prepares to approach the
USS IWO JIMA during training exercises

Training Department will continue to expand and change with
the times. Our instructors are the best and will continue to
raise the bar!

ACU FIVE Training

T

he past year has proven quite eventful for the instructors of ACU FIVE’s Training Department.
Between working with our colleagues at ACU FOUR, NSWC-PC, and the Japanese Maritime SelfDefense Force (JMSDF), our personnel have found themselves in every corner of the globe over
the past 12 months, enacting positive changes and reinforcing the spirit of SEAOPS. Operationally, Advanced Qualifications Training (AQT) and recertification flights for existing ACU FIVE and WESTPAC
ALPHA crews accounted for over 650 LCAC op-hours this year.
To maintain our high tempo of operations, crewmembers and instructors must be properly qualified and
recertified to standards set forth in SEAOPS. In keeping with that thought, the department has qualified 15
Craftmasters, 13 Engineers, 10 Navigators, 15 Loadmasters, and 26 Deck Engineers in the past 12
months. On top of these crew training requirements, the increased manning throughout the Operations
Department has required an increase in the number of crewmembers flying annual recertification missions,
resulting in 288 crewmembers recertifying during the previous year.
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Not one to constrain itself to the
coastal waters of California, ACU
FIVE continued its Multi-National
Training Program by sending BMCS
Cass, QMC Bischoff, and GSM1
Havers to work with the JMSDF in a
shipboard environment. ACU FIVE
was requested to provide a Mobile
Training Team to evaluate the ongoing development of the JMSDF LCAC
Training pipeline, as well as conduct
check rides on six crews currently in
place. Excellent training and cultural
BMCS Cass and ENS Inakazu with JMSDF LA-04
relations events were conducted
during a four-day underway onboard
JDS Shimokita (LST-4002) and at the JMSDF Base in Kure, Japan, resulting in all six crews being recertified by their commander. Currently, three JMSDF crewmembers are receiving instructor training in the U.S.,
and Japan expects to train its first crews in-house during 2006.
Off duty educational opportunities continue to expand as ACU FIVE works with Palomar College for ongoing
classes provided to the Sailors and Marines of Camp Pendleton in our classrooms after working hours. In
addition, ACU FIVE recently held a seminar with nine other area universities in order to determine the
demand for other classes not offered by Palomar. ACU FIVE eventually hopes to extend the use of our
classrooms to other colleges, and provide even more opportunities for the shipmates to earn their degrees.
ACU FIVE also hosts the Covey Institute’s “Seven Habits of Highly Effective People” course, which provides
valuable insight and guidance on effective leadership skills to Camp Pendleton personnel.
Current tasking for the department includes the ongoing development of the SLEP training pipeline, an
initiative headed by HTC Mermer. ACU FIVE recently hosted the SLEP Interim Training seminar, which
brought together trainers and curriculum developers from both ACUs, NSWC, and EWTGPAC. Additionally,
the ongoing revamp of SEAOPS Volume V (Mission Planning) continues to challenge the instructors.
Increases in manning via the EDVR provided us with a slew of new faces in the department. Welcome
aboard to GSCS Campbell, MMC Henry, HTC Mermer, OSC Butler, OS1 Morin, QM1 Rodriguez, GSM1
Barlow, BM1 Alvarez, GSM2 Connor, and GSM2 Khamvongsod.
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A leaner more efficient force
During this past year, the ACU FIVE Operations Department has taken on a new look. Faced with an ever
decreasing budget and manning shortfalls, the Operations Department has been going “out of the box” to
find new and creative ways to maintain 100 percent readiness.
Operations Department LCPO, HTCM Madigan; Safety Master, QMCM D’Esposito; Detachment Leading
Chief Petty Officers GSCS Medina, HTCS Kostelny, GSCS Erekson, GSCS Diagre and GSCS Barba,
along with YNC Morris formulated and laid out a much different approach to the five Det, six craft concept.
The new and improved structure features a three division concept.
All 30 craft were placed evenly amongst three divisions, taking into consideration deep skirt, AGM and
SLEP. Next, each person in operations was assigned to a craft based on their PRD, last deployment, and
EAOS across the board. This new plan established a well structured and monitored deployment rotation
for craft and crew.
The days of one crew completing two deployments in two years while another crew never deploys are
over. Instead of having four of six craft in a detachment deploy at the same time, each division will supply
one or two craft and crews. The rest of the division will stay back and maintain the craft and support
training, command missions, and community relations missions.
Once this new plan was implemented, everything fell into place, and ACU FIVE Sailors hit the deck running, quickly familiarizing themselves with their newly assigned LCAC and requirements. The really exciting part is that each LCAC now has a nine-man crew. Two HTs are assigned to each LCAC, as well as
every maintenance person in Operations Department. The primary work center for the HTs is their assigned craft, and they support other craft within their division when major welding repairs are needed.
Having maintenance personnel assigned to each craft in addition to the traditional craft crew allows for
them to take part in PMS and work on qualifications of the traditional LCAC crew, and provides for cross
training and valuable experience to each craft, and the Operations Department in whole.
While it may sound a little confusing, the payoff has been terrific and the pride exemplary. The redistribution of personnel and craft assets is proving to be a positive and motivating challenge.
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safety
ACU FOUR Safety

S

afety is an all hands evolution. ACU FOUR’s safety program is dedicated to providing a safe working
environment for all personnel at the command. This is accomplished through strict adherence to
Navy Occupational Safety and Health Standards (NAVOSH) and the codes of federal regulations.
Our primary focus is on occupational and operational readiness through safety.
LT Edward Lee, ACU FOUR’s Safety Officer,
along with GSMC Clayton Johnson, GSE1
Dominic Ebba, and GSE2 Danilo Hall have been
responsible for the implementation of the command safety program, the training and qualifying
of divisional safety petty officers, and ensuring all
personnel comply with all related safety instructions. ACU FOUR safety department personnel
and divisional safety petty officers work in concert
to provide a safe working environment for over
600 personnel and 36 LCACs.
We are fortunate to have LT Nate Worthing
aboard as the new safety officer. He reported to
ACU FOUR in June and has relieved LT Lee as
safety officer. We want to thank LT Lee for a
superb job and wish LT Worthing all of the best
as he takes up where LT Lee left off.
Over the last three years ACU FOUR has received numerous safety awards from
COMNAVSURFLANT, Chief of Naval Operations,
and the Secretary of the Navy for our outstanding
safety record. These awards have shown our
dedication to safety awareness. Safety is an
issue that affects individuals both at work and at
home. We are working hard to prevent mishaps
through a variety of programs such as safety stand-downs and tailored training. We have found that raising
the level of risk awareness contributes to a reduced number of mishaps.
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The Secretary of the Navy has set a goal for all commands to reduce mishaps by 50 percent. In order to
reach the 50 percent reduction, personnel performing assigned tasks must take a positive stand in their
own safety. Large scale evolutions are normally planned utilizing Operational Risk Management (ORM),
and smaller day to day evolutions are also considered. ORM helps crewmembers ask pertinent questions
such as: Are the right tools being used for the job? Are the safety features in place? Are personnel using
proper Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)? What can go wrong? What actions should be taken if things
do go wrong?
Everyone familiar with the LCAC community can testify that LCAC operations and missions are definitely
challenging. Safety is a full time job and everyone has a part to play. Through the combined effort of all
personnel, we are well on our way of reaching the goal of reducing mishaps by 50 percent!
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ACU FIVE Safety

C

ategorized as a Fleet Operational/Support Unit Ashore, ACU FIVE employs over 720 Navy, reserve,
and civilian personnel at its 125 acre facility located on Marine Corps Base, Camp Pendleton. The
unit is comprised of a Sea and Shore Component and a Marine Corps Base tenant activity. The
command is uniquely subject to both Navy and Marine Corps OSH policies and inspections.
During the past year, ACU FIVE has continued its commitment to safety. Dedicated efforts were made to
improve the Command Safety Program. Updates were made to command instructions, revisions were
made to improve the command’s inspection and training programs, and guest speakers were utilized to
add emphasis during the quarterly safety stand
downs. All this hard work has definitely paid off.
In the last year the command has experienced
a 38 percent reduction in occupational mishaps and a 61 percent reduction in nonoccupational mishaps. In addition, during the
Commanding General’s Annual Ground Occupational Safety Inspection, the command was
lauded for having an exceptional safety program.

Never one to rest on laurels, ACU FIVE is
currently working with SURFPAC and the
DC2 Madrid with BM2 (SW) Fronda demonstrating
Naval Safety Center to further improve our
ACU FIVE’s new supplied air respirator system
methods of training and survey. We are also
working with the Navy Ergonomics Program to improve working conditions for our sailors. These efforts
should only continue to reduce our mishap rates.
The program’s success will only continue to improve due to the ongoing improvement in safety awareness
and dedication to safety among ACU FIVE personnel.
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maintenance
ACU FOUR Maintenance
R-0 Division
he R-0 division has had a very productive year implementing various processes to streamline
maintenance management workload. Ship superintendents have been added, Craft Alt
planning and scheduling have been enhanced, and the pre-overhaul inspection processes have
been revised. These improvements resulted in a significant reduction in the time required to complete
scheduled availabilities, and enabled Planning Division to develop and issue repair procedures for over
2,100 repairs. Planning Division also implemented an aggressive Craft Alt work package program, which
incorporates the most cost effective alterations into the overhaul process. HT2 Cooper manages, reports,
and organizes all logistical support for Craft Alts, and has facilitated the completion of over 70 alterations.

T

R-1 Division
The Hull Repair Division saved over $112K in
contractor cost by installing transverse airway
modification kits on six LCACs. Repair teams
completed Craft Alteration 499 on five sets of
main engine exhaust collector assemblies. Shops
11A and 26A have completed depot level repairs
to eight buoyancy boxes and nine fuel and oily
waste tanks. In the process, they repaired 148
square feet of damaged plating and over 200
linear feet of structural and wet deck stiffeners.
These repairs resulted in a cost savings of over
$250K. The Corrosion Control Work Center (71B)
completed 39 corrosion inspections, 12 fiberglass
HT prepares LCAC 49 for deep skirt installation
repairs to 12 bow thrusters, installation of 18 sets
of prop shaft covers, and a variety of erosion tape repairs (rudders, stators, cushion vanes). Most notably,
they also repaired several damaged spars, and installed several Craft Alt 069s saving over $1M to the
Government.
R-2 Division
The Machine Shop has been outfitted with the five axis CNC Software and the MICROSCRIBE System,
which allows the creation of 3D computer aided designs by tracing contours of complex surfaces. These
new products have dramatically enhanced production capabilities and shop output. The shop has manufactured stator attachment piece parts, gears, hull structure components, and a wide variety of other parts.
The Gas Turbine Shop has had six personnel successfully complete the TF40B Level 1 and Level 2 Maintenance Course and two personnel complete the T-62T-40-7 APU Power Section Overhaul Course. Four
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personnel qualified as team members, two qualified as team leaders for the Auxiliary Power Unit
(T-62T), and two qualified as team members for
the TF40B Main Engine, and two qualified as team
leaders for the TF40B Main Engine.
The Air Conditioning & Refrigeration and the
Hydraulic Shops redoubled their efforts to improve
the ready issue equipment pool.
R-3/R-4 Division
Over the last year, the Electrical and Electronic
Master Chief Gunner’s Mate Percy checks out
Division maintenance personnel have consistently
the components on one of the two main fans
demonstrated superior technical efficiency. Their
combined efforts saved over $1M and significantly reduced craft down time.
The Gas Turbine Systems Electronics Shop continues to expand their repair capabilities rebuilding 112
Rudder Actuators at a cost savings of $1.8M, numerous main engine and shore power cables at a cost
savings of $150K, and rebuilding multiple wiper system components saving over $15K in replacement cost.
Shop personnel saved the Navy over $41K installing Craft Alt 451D.
The Micro Miniature Repair Shop (67M) has continued to be the COMNAVSURFLANT standard setter for
excellence. In the words of the Commanding Officer of Fleet Technical Support Center Atlantic, “ACU
FOUR is a model example of how a 2M/MTR program is implemented and maintained. Bravo Zulu to all
involved.”
Shop efficiency achievements include:



Completed 116 components and circuits card repairs, saving over $400K. ACU FOUR’s 2M lab
technician ET3 Peak has been recognized as being in the Top 5 on COMNAVSURFLANT’s Top Cost
Savers list, by saving $103K in avoidance cost dollars on eight job repairs.



The 2M lab techs completed two Gold Disks for fleet use that will aid in cost reductions and
CASREP avoidance fleet-wide. ET3 Peak received the CNO’s Gold Disk Award for developing Gold Disk
EXMK46, Optical Sight System used for troubleshooting fleet-wide.



Installed 10 new FURUNO Radars.



Installed seven Long Wire Antenna Craft Alts.



Engraved 1,422 items for ACU FOUR and various commands.
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R-5 Division
The Support Equipment Work Center maintenance personnel’s diligent work efforts are paying dividends.
They have dramatically increased unit efficiency by implementing a revised Command Tool Control Program, providing extensive training to Tool Control Petty Officers, and reorganizing the Tool Issue Room.
They devoted over 280 overtime hours to reorganize, engrave, categorize, inventory, and catalog over
22,500 pieces of hand tools. This initiative has significantly streamlined the tool inventory, saving thousands
of OPTAR dollars.
Other noted accomplishments include:



Senior Chief Benoit reengineered the command Weight Handling Program to conform to the Naval
Crane Center (NAVFAC P-307) Instruction requirements. The shop meticulously recorded all inventoried
items into a tracking database while ensuring personnel safety as priority one.



Overhauled six P-100 damage control pumps, saving the command an estimated $12K in repair

costs
The Maintenance Department’s effective approach to maintenance planning and management has been
critical to the success of ACU FOUR during a period of very austere funding. Extensive efforts to recondition equipment in-house has significantly cut wasted time and effort from production activities, resulting in
an almost 10 percent increase in the FMC rate and has generated, through innovative approaches, cost
savings in excess of $4.5M, and an annual expected savings of over $6M for FY04.

USS BONHOMME RICHARD (LHD 6)
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ACU FIVE Maintenance

A

CU FIVE Maintenance Department has had a very busy repair year. Even with budget cuts and
time constraints, we stand committed to provide the best quality and timely repairs to all of our
LCACs both at ACU FIVE and WESTPAC ALPHA.

R-1 Division
R-1 Division consists of the following shops: Sheetmetal (17A), Weld (26A), Machine Shop (31A), Bag
Shop (57B), and Weld School.
The Weld shop has built its reputation as a “can-do”
work center. One good example of this is the CCI
Level One repairs conducted on LCAC 33. The job
was initially assigned to a local contractor, who was
unable to obtain a satisfactory hydrostatic test after
completing weld repairs. Regretfully, the work was
inadequate. A team from the weld shop stepped up
and began to correct the contractor’s work. The
shop replaced the after fuel oil tanks, the fuel oil
pump deck, the oily waste tank, and four other utility
spaces on both port and starboard sides of LCAC
33. A total of 350 square feet of decking, 240 linear
feet of wet deck stiffeners, 100 linear feet of struc26A Welders repair fuel tanks on LCAC 33
tural T beams, and 80 feet of skirt clamping bar were
replaced. LCAC 33 is now one of our more reliable craft and has been transferred to WESTPAC ALPHA in
Sakibe, Japan.

R-2 Division
This hard-working division is comprised of four shops.
Hydraulic Shop (31F)
This shop with six personnel has saved over $800K in manufacturing costs. They manufactured 110 hard
lines, 92 flex lines, and 14 sets of emergency flex line kits. Also, 51 rudder actuators were repaired and 24
sets of relief valves were tested, all this while pressure testing 15 Halon hoses. A lot of hard work and
knowledge has kept this shop working during increased availability periods supporting the overall mission
of the command.
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Engine Shop (31T)
The shop has completed twenty-four 1,500-hour inspections on the TF40B and twelve 500-hour inspections on the crafts APUs. Bearing problems were discovered on LCAC 44’s ETF40B engines, and after
troubleshooting it was revealed that the current assembly procedure was the cause of the bearing failure.
The revision to the overhaul procedure was documented in this shop and through these efforts government saved thousands of dollars in potential damages to future ETF40B engines.
Propeller and Lift Fan Shop (38A)
This is the biggest shop of the division (18 personnel), as it
should be due to the amount of production and expertise required. This shop is responsible for maintenance and repairs to
LCAC propellers, shafting, and lift fans. The propeller test stand
that the unit has acquired has reduced hundreds of extra manhours required removing and repairing propeller hub assemblies. This effort ensures no leaks are in the hub assembly prior
to installing it on the LCAC. This shop also is in the progress of
testing the new propeller tip repair patches. Depot level repairs
GSM2 Reyes and GSM3 Johnson
to four propeller shroud stators replacements, as well as retesting propeller hub
placement of eight lift fan half shafts were accomplished in a
three day period. Four consecutive aggressive availability
periods including the repair and replacement of over 80 rudder bearings and over 100 lift fan bearings were
accomplished.
A/C&R Shop (56B)
This shop employs seven motivated Machinist Mates with an Air Conditioning and Refrigeration maintenance background. They are responsible for maintenance and troubleshooting for all LCAC supported air
conditioning units. The shop has repaired twenty-nine 24K and nineteen 33K air conditioning units saving
the Government $186K in repair and replacement costs.
R-3 Division
Electric Shop (51B)
The shop has installed Craft Alt 470 (60 Hz Inverter) on 18 LCACs and Craft Alt 451 (Halon RCCB Removal) on 27 LCACs, increasing the craft fire fighting capabilities and decreasing contractor costs.
Systems Calibration (96B)
SISCAL Shop has conducted systems calibration (SISCAL) on 24 craft this year. Additionally, the shop
conducted training for Ships Repair Facility Yokosuka, Det SASEBO and FTSCPAC personnel to perform
SISCAL on our forward-deployed craft at WESTPAC ALPHA in Sakibe, Japan. This training will allow craft
crews to maintain calibration and increase readiness.
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R-4 Division
R-4 Division consists of the following shops: Electronics Shop (67A), Calibration Lab (67B), and 2M Shop
(67M). Beginning in February 2003, a contract for the control tower was let. During this time the shop
removed, reinstalled, and replaced as necessary all communication and radar antenna arrays from the
craft control tower. In addition, new pedestals with improved accessibility, stability, and grounding characteristics were locally manufactured and powder coated. This extensive groom has resulted in noticeably
improved tower communications with the LCAC.
The ET Shop has also been working on an improved Man-On-the-Move (MOM) radio system. The goal is
to replace the battery powered handheld radio currently used by starboard cabin personnel with a permanently installed radio. Two new radios have been installed on LCAC 52 and 65 and are currently in the
testing and development phase. Once the bugs are worked out, the new radios will provide the LCACs
with increased range and reliability.
R-5 Division
Over the past year, the Automated Information Systems (AIS) Division has contributed enormously to the
success of ACU FIVE. With only a handful of dedicated IT professionals fighting budgetary and policy
constraints, AIS was able to increase the availability of Unclassified computers by 75 percent, greatly
enhancing the availability of web browsing and e-mail to the over 600 Active Duty and Civilian personnel
attached to the Command. Over 1,800 Service Requests were responded to, including the running of over
6,000 feet of both fiber and CAT V cable, rebuilding/repairing of nearly 100 computers, video tape and
reproduction support, bulk printing support, and various other customer service responsibilities.
The AIS Division has not only been responding to current requirements, but has also put a great deal of thought and preparation into
the future requirements of ACU FIVE. A comprehensive plan was
developed for the upcoming transition to the Navy and Marine Corps
Intranet (NMCI). This plan will result in an additional 60 percent
increase in Unclassified connectivity and will eventually bring high
speed Classified connectivity to ACU FIVE. Additionally, AIS played
an integral role in the Navy’s first transition from DOS based Micro
SNAP to Force Level Naval Tactical Command Support System
Optimized (NTCSS-II). This installation allowed the capitalization of
IT1 Lewis conducts PC repair
the Supply Department and brought modernized automated technology to the maintenance and administrative realms of ACU FIVE.
AIS is also responsible for security and cryptographic support. A database of 235 security clearances is
maintained, ensuring that all personnel requiring access to classified material and CMS are properly
cleared. The division is responsible for ensuring that all 219 computers at ACU FIVE are fully compliant
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and protected with all IT related security patches and procedures. Additional duties of the AIS are the
accountability of 477 line items of cryptographic equipment, ensuring proper user training is conducted,
and ensuring that all other policies are adhered to.
R-6 Division
R-6 Division consists of Planning and Estimating (Shop 10C) and the Technical Library (Shop 10E).
R-7 Division
R-7 Division consists of the following shops: Tool Issue (06B), Corrosion Control (71B), Non-Destructive
Testing (93A) and Quality Assurance (93B).
93A continues to be busy supporting ACU FIVE’s
weld shop and operations Det welders with controlled work packages and non-destructive testing.
Inspections occurred on 33 hull inserts, 12 fuel tank
inserts, four water wash tanks, two landing rails, five
life rails, six chocks, one side restraint, two mooring
bitts, four crush boxes, three fuel transfer piping
lines, and 58 basic metal repairs. This shop also
supported the installation of the deep skirt modification to LCAC 58, 64, 65, 79, and 80, and the replacement of 11 voids, two fuel tanks, and one oily waste
tank on LCAC 33.

HT2 Hamrick conducts NDT tests on LCAC 33

The corrosion control shop has performed semiannual corrosion inspections on 24 LCACs. They have also performed 16 rudder repairs, 60 rudder modifications, seven stator modifications, 53 stator repairs, seven shroud repairs, and 10 bow thruster repairs.
ACU FIVE’s SELRES Detachment
The SELRES Det has been an added lift for the entire command. They have been employed in most areas
of LCAC maintenance and particularly the Machine Shop support. Reserve machinists have brought forth
the benefit of civilian training to the shop and provided significant improvements in quality, efficiency, and
repair. For the LCACs undergoing their semi-annual Corrosion Control Inspections, the machinists efforts
in preparing the LCACs has been invaluable.
The Bag Shop has kept them gainfully employed with the upgrading of six bags to deep skirts. They have
assisted in putting the skirt together and hanging it on the LCACs. In the Hose Shop they have been trained
to make the many various hoses. Propeller removals and repairs are very time consuming tasks that have
been completed safely over the past year.
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supply
ACU FOUR Supply Notes

T

he past year has been very busy for the ACU FOUR Supply folks. It has also been a period of
significant transition, as many of our most experienced people have moved on to new duty assignments. But we have benefited from the new energy that the very capable replacements have
brought into ACU FOUR. The tempo has remained high as we have faced several major evolutions such as
deployment support, capitalization, and transition to R-Supply.
The War on Terrorism has kept our storekeepers very busy. Despite budget challenges and part unavailability the storekeepers always find a way to get the job done in a superb manner. The Supply Department
helped contribute to a successful surprise INSURV Inspection, 3-M Certification, and an extremely successful bi-annual Supply Management Assessment. The final grade qualified the department for a Supply
Management Inspection certification. Flexibility has been a key attribute as we completed a COSAL refresh,
excess material offload, and HAZMAT review. We are also preparing for inventory capitalization, conversion
to Force Level Relational Supply, and NMCI.
As we approach capitalization, the Supply Department conducted a complete and detailed review of the
LCAC Pack-Up-Kits (PUK). Using historical demand, we generated a list of approximately 675 line items
which were provided to Operations personnel to validate and adjust based on their experiences while
deployed. After a great deal of research and validation, we developed a final PUK made up of approximately
750 line items. This revised PUK is less than the 1,500 line items in previous PUKs, and has a cumulative
value of $1.3M, down from $3.2M. This initiative has saved the LCAC community almost $2M per PUK and
has reduced the footprint required to store the PUK on amphibious shipping approximately 40 percent.
Everyone has heard that the ACUs will be capitalized but not everyone understands what this means.
Material held at ACU FOUR for maintenance and PUK support of LCACs has historically been funded by
end use O&M,N funds. Using O&M,N funds for this purpose reduced funds available for other
NAVSURFLANT operations and maintenance requirements. In capitalization, ACU spares are being
transitioned from end use management to Naval Working Capital Fund (NWCF) management. The capitalization of ACU spares into the NWCF will result in improved warehouse replenishment management and
improved afloat supply support. The total capitalization of the ACU inventory, including PUKs, will ensure
demand leveling and better asset availability to increase overall LCAC readiness. The conversion to the
Force Level Relational Supply application, part of the Force Level Optimized NTCSS system, provides the
best management solution for NWCF spares.
With all the activity surrounding logistic support, capitalization, and R-Supply installation, there aren’t many
dull moments to be found. It is a challenging period as we move into the LCAC SLEP era.
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ACU FIVE Supply Notes

S

ince the last Fleet Support Conference the ACU FIVE Supply Department has been busy with logistic
improvements that will greatly impact the quality of support provided to the LCAC fleet as well as the
continued support of Operation IRAQI FREEDOM. Some of the highlights include capitalization of
USS PELELIU’S Pack-Up-Kit (PUK), short notice support for the USS BOXER surge deployment to the
Persian Gulf, and capitalization for the Warehouse inventory, and conversion to the logistic software ForceLevel Relational Supply.
S-1 Division successfully completed the COMNAVSURFPAC Supply Management Inspection (SMI) and the
Fleet and Industrial Supply Center purchase card review. There were several stand out performers during
these events. SK2 Brenda Eldridge for financial reporting, CS2 Espargoza for Galley service, and Ms. Tina
Larson and SK2 Aaratia for their hard work with the
purchase card program. Additionally, a large part of our
time in S-1 has been the capitalization of the more than
$46M in Warehouse inventory to the Navy Working
Capital Fund and the implementation of R-Supply. ACU
FIVE was the first command ever to successfully convert
from Micro-SNAP to Force Level R-Supply. It took a
collaboration of efforts from NAVSUP, NAVICP-M,
COMNAVSURFPAC, SPAWAR, and the ACU FIVE staff
to complete the conversion. SKCM Glen Nelson took the
lead role and masterfully orchestrated a much-needed
improvement to LCAC logistics. The conversion will bring
ACU FIVE to the forefront of Navy Supply inventory
ABF checks fuel truck tank level
management and accounting.
Fuels Division continues to excel in service to LCACs and with our fueling partnership with MCAS Camp
Pendleton. We recently received one refueling truck from West Mor to replace one of our retired fuel trucks.
With the new truck in place we now have better refueling capabilities. Fuel farm maintenance has been
excellent the last six years, and our tanks received another six years of service life from recent inspectors.
During the past few months the HAZMAT division has been through numerous inspections involving the
Federal EPA, State, County, Military, Industrial Hygiene, and Safety Inspectors. This division incurred zero
discrepancies on military inspections, no hits, no notices of violations from County, State, and Federal
inspections (both announced and unannounced visits).
The Bachelor Enlisted Quarters (BEQ) customer service quality continuously shines over at the premises
of ACU FIVE Bachelor Housing. A newly refurbished central front desk office including freshly painted walls,
tiled floors, and a free coffee mess has been very well received. The repainted gazebo, barbecue pit, patio,
curb, and lamp posts have dramatically improved the appearance of the BEQ. All of these projects have
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been self help projects by the BEQ staff, and saved the command over $7K in labor cost. Recently, the
check-in/out procedures at the front desk became computerized, linking ACU FIVE to the head office of
bachelor housing at the Southwest Region, and to four other major installations within the United States.
The BEQ also purchased a new set of furniture for the internet room. The rehabilitation projects of both
buildings which include new doors, windows, and room heaters, are a testament to the commitment of
ACU FIVE to improving the quality of life of the residents. The BEQ staff is once again gearing up for the
Admiral E. Zumwalt FIVE Star Accreditation Award in “Excellence in Bachelor Housing.” The BEQ team
also received the Silver Pineapple Award for outstanding customer service in January 2004.
The Food Service Division’s professionalism and commitment to excellence has been evident since the
last Fleet Support Conference. An outstanding grade was assigned during the Supply Management Inspection with a score of 98.89 percent. They also received runner-up status out of 22 galleys in the FY04 Captain Edward F. Ney Memorial Award for food service excellence. We had the distinction of having the premier operation in the state of California. We are well into this year and the competition to repeat as a FIVE
Star operation continues as we gear up for the FY05 NEY Award competition.
The Supply Department and the Command would like to congratulate CWO5 Jim Jackson (our Assistant
Supply Officer/Food Service Officer/BEQ Officer), on his promotion to CWO5 on 30 Apr 04. He is the first
to be promoted to CWO5 on the West Coast.
The Supply Department continues to go through some major changes in operation that will shape the future
of Supply LCAC operations. Led by the Supply Officer LCDR George Kelly, all aspects of the supply functions, from inventory, budget, capitalization, and establishing PUK surge capabilities, have been outstanding
and forward-thinking in today’s operational environment. The supply team looks forward to doing our part to
host the upcoming Fleet Support Conference in October.

CWO5 Jackson receives 5 Star Award
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hail and farewell
Hail
CAPT (sel) Johnny Walker, LCAC Assistant Division Director, PMS377JB
Dave Yauger, LCAC SLEP Acquisition Competition Manager, PMS377J3
CAPT Tony Heimer, Commander Naval Beach Group Two, ACU FOUR
LT Brian Mabry, Operations Officer, ACU FOUR
LT Lynn Fledderjohn, Training Officer, ACU FOUR
CMDMC Larry Darnell, Command Master Chief, ACU FOUR
LCDR Thomas Petrucci, Maintenance Officer, ACU FIVE
LT Brian Blaney, Safety Officer, ACU FIVE
LT Sonya Brown, Scheduling Officer, ACU FIVE
LTJG Art Lambincino, Quality Assurance Officer, ACU FIVE
LTJG William Wohead, Facilities Maintenance Officer, ACU FIVE
CWO3 Daniel Dexter, Repair Officer, ACU FIVE
CMDMC Gregory Pratt, Command Master Chief, ACU FIVE

Farewell
Brooks Farnsworth, International Programs/SEAOPS/R&D Manager, PMS377J6
Doug Johnson, H&M Project Coordinator, NSWC-PC
CAPT Phil Briscoe, Commander Naval Beach Group Two, ACU FOUR
LCDR Mike Neas, Operations Officer, ACU FOUR
LCDR Toby Kondzella, Training Officer, ACU FOUR
CMDMC Robert Burinksas, Command Master Chief, ACU FOUR
LCDR Scott Bair, Maintenance Officer, ACU FIVE
LCDR Dave Hulke, Training Officer, ACU FIVE
LT Brendan Eagan, Safety Officer, ACU FIVE
LT Jason Brown, Facilities Maintenance Officer, ACU FIVE
GSCM Paul Larson, Plank Owner, ACU FIVE
GSMC Bruce Sandy, Training Officer, ACU FIVE
CMDMC Douglas Healey, Command Master Chief, ACU FIVE
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